CHAPTER 2
REVISIONS AND ERRATA TO THE OCTOBER 2013 PROPOSED FINAL EIR (RFEIR
PART 1)
The following revisions were made to the text of RFEIR Part 1. RFEIR Part 1 was prepared in
October 2013 and includes revisions to the Revised Draft EIR (February 2013), but no action
was taken at that time to certify the EIR.
In RFEIR Part 2, additional revisions have been made. Where the revisions reflect changes to
the Revised Draft EIR (February 2013) they are shown in underline and strikethrough. Where
the revisions reflect changes to RFEIR Part 1, the changes are not indicated by underline and
strikethrough.
This section includes revisions to text by RFEIR Part 1 page and section numbers. These text
revisions were initiated either by the Lead Agency or in response to public comments. The
changes appear in order of their location in RFEIR Part 1.
The errata and revisions identified in this document fall within the scope of the original project
analysis included in the Revised Draft EIR (February 2013). The errata are necessary to clarify
or correct minor errors in the document. No errata item found in this Revised Final EIR would
result in a new or more severe impact than that disclosed for the proposed project. Similarly, the
revisions identified in this document would not result in an increase in impacts or any new
impacts. No new significant environmental impacts would result from the project changes or
from the minor revisions to mitigation measure language. Therefore, no significant revisions
have been made that would require recirculation of the Revised Draft EIR pursuant to State
CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5 (Recirculation of an EIR Prior to Certification).

2.1

MITIGATION MEASURES INCORPORATED AS CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL

The RFEIR mitigation measures identified in this document have been revised to include
clarifications, corrections, and administrative changes. The modified language does not reduce
the effectiveness of the original mitigation and will not change the level of environmental
impacts or the severity of impacts identified in the Revised Draft EIR (February 2013) or RFEIR
Part 1. In addition, these revisions will ensure the mitigation measures will be implemented and
enforced as intended in the EIR. The administrative revisions to mitigation measure language
are limited to using the City of Goleta’s most current standard condition of approval language
(e.g., “shall” and “will” are changed to “must,” “prior to” is changed to “before,” “land use permits”
is changed to “grading or construction permits,” “occupancy clearance” and “final inspection” are
changed to “certificates of occupancy”). These administrative wording changes will apply to
all mitigation measures when they are incorporated into conditions of approval. This
chapter does not include every mitigation measure referenced in the EIR. For easy
reference, the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program includes all of the mitigation
measures required to address Class I and Class II project impacts. Additionally, Mitigation
Measure MM CUL-3a will not be included in its entirety in the conditions of approval language
due to the level of detail in these requirements and overall length of this condition. Rather, the
conditions of approval will refer to the full language of MM CUL-3a in the Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program for specific requirements regarding MM CUL-3a.
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2.2

ERRATA TO THE OCTOBER 2013 PROPOSED FINAL EIR (RFEIR PART 1)

2.2.1


1

Chapter 2. Revisions and Errata to the October 2013 Proposed Final EIR

Page 1-4, Section 1.4, Requested Approvals

A Vesting Tentative Parcel Map to divide the existing 10.71 acre parcel, Assessor’s Parcel
Number (APN) 073-050-020 073-050-0461, into two separate, legal parcels of 6.90 acres
(Parcel 1) and 3.81 acres (Parcel 2). As part of the City’s subdivision requirements, frontage
improvements are included along La Patera Lane, Hollister Avenue, and Robin Hill Road.

Updated Assessor’s Parcel Number assigned to the property.
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Chapter 2. Revisions and Errata to the October 2013 Proposed Final EIR

Page 1-7, Table 1-1, Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures

Impact

Proposed Mitigation

CLASS I IMPACTS: Impacts that would be potentially significant and unavoidable
Cultural Resources (Section 4.4)
CUL-4. Cumulative impact. The impacts to cultural
resources from past, current, and anticipated future
developments on archaeological site CA-SBA-58 and
other cultural resources in the region (i.e., the Goleta
Slough area) are considered significant and adverse.
Agriculture and development have impacted the
integrity of CA-SBA-58 such that only approximately
17% of the original site area (located within the project
site) is considered intact and previously undisturbed.
Other prehistoric archaeological sites in the project
area, particularly those near the current Goleta Slough,
have been similarly impacted by new development.
These historic development activities represent a
significant cumulative impact on CA-SBA-58
archaeological resources, to which the current project
contributes. The proposed project design would limit
direct disturbances to a small percentage of this
remaining intact CA-SBA-58 area (approximately 2.5%,
as calculated by Dudek). Direct disturbances would
primarily be limited to installation of caissons for the
building and swimming pool. Use of the caissons to
support the slab foundation greatly reduces direct
disturbance to intact archaeological soils when
compared to a standard foundation design involving
over-excavation and re-compaction soil disturbances.
As a result of the proposed foundation design and the
required redesign of the swimming pool to reduce
excavation into intact soils, the potential disturbance of
intact archaeological site soils is greatly reduced. See
Table 4.4-1 for various ways to quantify disturbance.
While there are various assumptions that can be used
to quantify the percentage of the archaeological site
that would be subject to disturbance (as identified in
Table 4.4-1), it is clear that the great majority of CASBA-58 within the project boundaries will be capped
with fill material and preserved in place. Taking into
account the required redesign of the swimming pool to
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Partial Mitigation: See mitigation measures for Cultural Resources under Class II Impacts. In
particular, the Phase 3 mitigation requirements are designed to obtain a reasonable and
representative amount of information from the site. This information can be used to provide
information based on today’s research methodologies, and those curated materials from the Phase 3
Program will be available for future analysis, based on possible new methodologies and technologies
in archaeological research in the future. The proposed mitigation, including the Phase 3 Program, will
reduce the project specific impact to less-than-significant levels. However, the impacts of numerous
past grading and development activities, within the larger archaeological site and other archaeological
sites in the project vicinity, along with this project site’s distinction as the last undeveloped portion of
the larger CA-SBA-58 archaeological site, would result in a residual significant cumulative impact.
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avoid intact soils, disturbance to remaining intact soils
areas of the project site would likely impact less than
1% of intact soils. In addition to direct impacts, future
access for further archaeological investigation will be
substantially reduced due to site development. Even if
the development is removed at some point, this is
unlikely for the foreseeable future. Capping of
archaeological sites to preserve such sites “in place”
has been used for several decades. While available
information indicates underlying resources would not be
impacted by the development due to the identified
construction design, there are no similar identical
situations (e.g., 3-story, ~80,000 square foot structure
removal, after ~ 50 years, with similar construction
techniques) to definitively know how development and
demolition would ultimately affect underlying resources.
Similarly, even if research activities under the hotel
building are possible while the building is in place, the
likelihood that such research activities would be
allowed to occur is considered substantially less likely
than if the site remains undeveloped.
The project-specific cultural resource impacts have
been mitigated to less-than-significant levels, including
those potentially resulting from: South La Patera Lane
and Hollister Avenue frontage improvements; hotel
development including foundations, swimming pool,
utilities, landscaping, fill soil chemical incompatibility,
possible disturbance to unknown, isolated, or
redeposited cultural materials, and loss of future
research access; soil erosion during construction;
potential vandalism during construction; and the
potential for revisions to approved plans made during
construction such as changing trenching depths without
regard to avoiding archaeological impacts. Although
substantially minimized by the project design, the
project’s contribution to cumulative impacts on cultural
resources is considered significant, given the sensitive
nature of CA-SBA-58 and the substantial destruction
that has already occurred (preceding and unrelated to
this project) to this site and other nearby village sites in
the vicinity of the Goleta Slough.
The project adds to the cumulative effect associated
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with loss of access to cultural resources at the larger
archaeological site and historic loss of access to
cultural resource sites throughout the Goleta area; its
contribution is considered a cumulatively considerable
significant impact.
CLASS II IMPACTS: Impacts that would be potentially significant but can be mitigated to less-than-significant levels
Aesthetics and Visual Resources (Section 4.1)
AES-1. Impacts to scenic mountain views available to
the public from the Hollister Avenue Scenic Corridor,
which are identified for protection in the General Plan if
the design of the structures is changed from what was
assumed in the environmental analysis.
AES-2. Incompatibility with the nearby development
along the Hollister Avenue corridor if the design of the
structures is changed from what was assumed in the
environmental analysis.
AES-3. Increased night-lighting and glare.
Cumulative impacts. The project will continue the
trend of developing remaining undeveloped parcels
along Hollister Avenue corridor, thereby potentially
impacting existing views from eastbound Hollister
Avenue of the scenic Santa Ynez Mountains if the
design of the structures is changed from what was
assumed in the environmental analysis.
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MM AES-1a/AES-2a. Receive Preliminary and Final Approval From Design Review Board
The permittee will must receive preliminary and final approval from the Design Review Board (DRB).
Staff in consultation with the The DRB will must specifically consider and ensure that the details of the
preliminary and final lighting, utility, landscape, and building plans are consistent with the approved
project and conditions of approval affecting these project features, including but not limited to,
mitigation measures MM AES-1b/AES-2b through AES-3a. To ensure consistency with assumptions
regarding loss of mountain views and compatibility with surrounding development, special attention
will must be given to consistency of final plans with project approval assumptions for grading
plans/finished floor elevations, roof heights, placement of mechanical equipment, colors, materials,
finished floor elevations, and changes to plant species in the landscape plan, particularly with regard
to screening the development but maintaining views of the mountains.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The review will must include site plan, floor plan, elevations,
grading plan, landscape plan, frontage improvements, and lighting plans consistent with the DRB
Design Review Board submittal requirements. Additional materials will must be provided as required
by the DRB Design Review Board to complete its review. Preliminary and final approval will must be
granted prior to before the City of Goleta issues any permits for grading or construction issuance of a
land use permit. City of Santa Barbara review and approval is also required for Hollister Avenue
frontage improvements and the new Hollister Avenue medians. In addition, Goleta Sanitary District
(GSD) must sign off on the project landscape plan before City of Goleta Design Review Board
preliminary review (and applicable City of Santa Barbara design review) to ensure new tree
placement complies with GSD requirements.
Monitoring: City staff will must verify compliance prior to before issuance of a land use permit the
City issues any permits for grading or construction, during field inspection, and prior to before final
inspection the City issues certificates of occupancy.
MM AES-1b/AES-2b. Height Limitations
The height of structural development shown on final plans will must not exceed the mean height and
peak height shown on approved project exhibit maps. Finished grade will must be consistent with the
approved final grading plan. Height limitations shown on plan sets on the any issued land use permits
for construction will must be adhered to during construction.
Plan Requirements and Timing: During the framing state of construction and prior to before
commencement of roofing, the permittee will must submit verification from a licensed surveyor
demonstrating that the mean height and peak height conform to those shown on issued any land use
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issued permits for grading or construction permit plan sets.
Monitoring: City staff will must verify compliance prior to issuance of a land use before the City
issues any permits for grading or construction, during field inspection, and prior to before
commencement of roofing.
MM AES-1c/AES-2c. Utility Plan Review
The permittee will must submit a composite utility plan for City staff and Design Review Board
preliminary and final review. All external/roof-mounted mechanical equipment (including heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning condensers, switch boxes, etc.) will must be included on all building
plans and will must be designed to be integrated into the structure and/or screened in their entirety
from public view. Rooftop equipment must not alter the visual profile of the building in a manner that
degrades or diminishes views of the mountains from public viewing places.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Detailed plans showing all external/roof-mounted mechanical
equipment will must be submitted for review by City staff and the Design Review Board to ensure
compliance with this condition prior to land use before the City issues any permits for grading or
construction issuance.
Monitoring: Prior to final inspection Before the City issues certificates of occupancy, City staff will
must verify installation of all external/roof-mounted mechanical equipment per the approved plans.
MM AES-1d/AES-2d. Screening Utility Service Connections and Above-ground Mounted
Equipment
All new utility service connections and above-ground mounted equipment such as backflow devices
will must be screened from public view and/or painted in a soft earth-tone color(s) (red is prohibited
unless required by service provider) so as to blend in with the project. Screening may include a
combination of landscaping and/or fencing/walls. Whenever possible, utility transformers will must be
placed in underground vaults. All gas and electrical meters will must be concealed and/or painted to
match the building. All gas, electrical, backflow prevention devices, and communications equipment
will must be completely concealed in an enclosed portion of the building, on top of the building, or
within a screened utility area. All transformers and vaults that must be located within the right-of-way
will must be installed below grade unless otherwise approved by the City, and then must be
completely screened from view.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The plans submitted for City of Goleta Planning and Building staff
and Design Review Board preliminary and final review (and prior before the City issues any permits
for grading or construction land use permit issuance) will must identify the type, location, size, and
number of utility connections and above-ground mounted equipment as well as how such equipment
would be screened from public view and the color(s) that it would be painted so as to blend in with the
project and surrounding area. Confirmation of any required City of Santa Barbara plan review and
approval for Hollister Avenue improvements must also be provided to City of Goleta Planning and
Environmental Review staff before the City of Goleta issues any grading or construction permits.
Monitoring: Project plan consistency with these requirements for screening must be determined by
City of Goleta Planning and Environmental Review (PER) staff before the City issues any permits for
grading or construction. Prior to Before the City of Goleta issues certificates of occupancy, final
inspection, City monitoring staff will must verify that all above-ground utility connections and
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equipment are installed, screened, and painted per the approved plans.
MM AES-1e/AES-2e. Landscaping Requirements
Project landscaping will must consist of approximately 75% drought-tolerant native and/or
Mediterranean type plant coverage that adequately complements the project design and integrates
the site with surrounding land uses.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The final landscape plan will must identify the following:
a. Type of irrigation
b. All existing and new trees, shrubs, and groundcovers by species
c. Size of all plantings
d. Location of all plantings
The permittee must submit a final landscape plan will be reviewed and approved by with the above
components for Design Review Board and City staff review (to ensure compliance with landscape
plan requirements) before the City issues any permits for grading or construction prior to land use
permit issuance.
Monitoring: Before the City issues any permits for construction, City staff must ensure the final
landscape plan includes the above components and must ensure DRB has reviewed the final
landscape plan for consistency with the approved project plans and conditions. Prior to Before final
inspection the City issues certificates of occupancy, City staff will must inspect the site to ensure that
landscaping has been installed consistent with the final landscape plan.
MM AES-1f/AES-2f. Landscape Maintenance
The permittee will must implement and will must maintain required landscaping for the life of the
project. The permittee will must also enter into an agreement to install and maintain required
landscaping and water-conserving irrigation systems for the life of the project.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The permittee will must sign the landscape installation and
maintenance agreement, including at least a 3-year maintenance period, prior to before the City
issues any permits for grading or construction land use permit issuance. Performance securities
acceptable to the City of Goleta for installation and maintenance will must be reviewed and approved
by City staff prior to before the City issues any permits for grading or construction land use permit
issuance. City of Santa Barbara may require additional agreement(s) for improvements in the
Hollister Avenue right-of-way. The landscape maintenance agreement(s) must address landscaping
on site as well as associated landscaping within Hollister Avenue right-of-way (see Public Works
memo August 13, 2013, included in Appendix U).
Monitoring: Prior to Before final inspection the City issues certificates of occupancy, City staff will
must inspect the site to ensure installation according to approved plan. City staff will must check
maintenance as needed. Release of any performance security requires appropriate documentation
and signatures from City of Goleta PER and Public Works staff signature. City of Santa Barbara
Public Works staff signature is also required, as applicable, for landscaping within Hollister Avenue
right-of-way before the City of Goleta issues certificates of occupancy.
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MM AES-1g/AES-2g. Trash/Recycling Enclosure Requirements
Trash/recycling enclosure(s) will must be provided.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The enclosure will must be compatible with the architectural design
of the project, will must be of adequate size for trash and recycling containers (at least 50 square
feet), and will must be accessible by users and for removal. The trash/recycling area will must be
enclosed with a solid wall of sufficient height to screen the area, will must include a solid gate and a
roof, and will must be maintained in good repair in perpetuity. The enclosure(s) will must be shown on
project plans and will must be reviewed and approved by City staff and the Design Review Board
prior to land use before the City issues any permits for grading or construction issuance.
Monitoring: Prior to final inspection Before the City issues certificates of occupancy, City staff will
must inspect the site to ensure installation according to approved plan.
MM AES-1h/AES-2h.
Undergrounding Utilities
Except along La Patera Lane, Existing and new all utility lines along Hollister Avenue and Robin Hill
Road associated with the project site will must be placed underground. Any new utilities along La
Patera Lane must also be undergrounded. All undergrounding of utility earthwork, trenching, etc.
must be monitored by an archaeologist and Chumash consultant observer.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Construction plans for these improvements will must be reviewed
and approved as part of the Design Review Board preliminary and final review and will must be
reviewed and approved by the City of Goleta PER and Public Works staff prior to before the City
issues any land use permits for grading or construction issuance. Improvements will must be
implemented prior to before the City of Goleta issues certificates of occupancy. Improvements along
the Hollister Avenue frontage may also be subject to review and approval by the City of Santa
Barbara. Plans for any new utility lines on Parcel 1 must be submitted to the City for review, including
CEQA review.
Monitoring: City staff will must verify completion of the improvements in the field.
MM AES-3a. Exterior Night Lighting Restrictions
Exterior night lighting installed on the project site will must be of low intensity, low glare design, and
will must be hooded to direct light downward onto the subject parcel and prevent spill-over onto
adjacent parcels. Exterior lighting fixtures will must be kept to the minimum number and intensity
needed to ensure public safety. These lights will must be dimmed after 11 p.m. to the maximum
extent practical without compromising public safety. Upward directed exterior lighting is prohibited. All
exterior lighting fixtures will must be appropriate for the architectural style of the structure and
surrounding area.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The locations of all exterior lighting fixtures, complete cut-sheets of
all exterior lighting fixtures, and a photometric plan prepared by a registered professional engineer
showing the extent of all light and glare emitted by all exterior lighting fixtures will must be reviewed
and approved by the Design Review Board and City PER and Public Works staff prior to before the
City issues any permits for grading or construction land use permit issuance. Lighting along Hollister
Avenue may also be subject to review and approval by the City of Santa Barbara.
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Monitoring: Prior to Before final inspection the City issues certificates of occupancy, the City Building
Inspector staff will must inspect to ensure that exterior lighting fixtures have been installed consistent
with approved plans.

Biological Resources (Section 4.3)
BIO-3. Impacts to wetlands, including: transport of
invasive plants (from project landscaping) to the Goleta
Slough from site runoff: degradation of water quality
and biological values of the Goleta Slough from
increased impervious surfaces onsite with related
increased potential for oil and grease in parking lots
and increase in transport of landscaping chemicals;
increased erosion, sedimentation, and other related
degraded water quality in Goleta Slough from stormwater runoff; introduction of pollutants into surface
water bodies including Goleta Slough from construction
activities such as washing concrete trucks, painting
equipment, etc.
Cumulative impacts. Project would contribute to
cumulative biological impacts resulting from buildout in
the area, including during both the short-term
construction and long-term operational phases of
development.

Implement MM HYD-2a through MM HYD-2d.
MM BIO-3a. Ensure Invasive Species Are Not Included in Landscape Plan
The permittee will must ensure that invasive species are not included in the project landscape plan
and are not planted on the project site. The Final Landscape Plan submitted to City Planning and
DRB for review and approval will must include a note prohibiting planting of invasive species on site.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Permittee will must submit final landscape plan consistent with this
condition to Planning and the Design Review Board for review and approval prior to before issuance
of the land use permit the City issues any permits for grading or construction.
Monitoring: City staff will must ensure inclusion of a note regarding no invasive plants on the
landscape plan. The Design Review Board will must review the landscape plan to ensure no inclusion
of native invasive plants on the landscape plan plant palette. Compliance with approved final
landscape plan will must be field checked for compliance prior to before final inspection the City
issues certificates of occupancy.

Cultural Resources (Section 4.4)
CUL-3. Impacts to Archaeological resources, including
potential impacts to CA-SBA-58, a significant cultural
resource related to the following:


Hollister Avenue frontage improvements (if final
construction plans are not consistent with the
construction limitations identified in the
memorandum prepared by Dudek dated
September 2010 and/or if unanticipated intact soils
containing cultural resources are encountered
during ground disturbances).



Hotel development on Parcel 2 - grading,
trenching, installation of associated infrastructure,
and construction of the hotel building on Parcel 2
could significantly impact the largest known
remaining extent of intact midden soil from CASBA-58 from installation of 143 pilings within
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MM CUL-3a. Phase 3 Archaeological Data Recovery Program
The permittee will must fund a City-approved archaeologist and Chumash Native American
consultant observer to conduct a pre-project Phase 3 Data Recovery Archaeological Mitigation
Program (Phase 3 Program) directed at those intact portions of CA-SBA-58 that will be impacted by
the project in order to recover, analyze, and document a representative sample of the deposits,
pursuant to City Cultural Resource Guidelines.
Before issuance of any Land Use Permits the City issues any permits for grading or before
recordation of the final parcel map (whichever occurs first), the following is required:
a. The permittee shall must fund preparation of the Phase 3 Program Research Design and
Work Plan Scope (Phase 3 Program), covering all components of the Phase 3 Program. The
Research Design Program shall must be prepared by a City-approved archaeologist and
shall must be reviewed and approved by the City and City-retained archaeologist.
b. The permittee shall must submit a contract for implementation of the Phase 3 Program
between the permittee and a City-approved archaeologist and Chumash Native American
consultant observer (including a detailed scope of work) for review and approval by the City
and City-retained archaeologist. The contract shall must also be executed before issuance
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sensitive archaeological areas of the site to
support the foundation, grading for swimming pool
construction, installation of sewer/utilities and
landscaping, potential for chemically incompatible
fill soil, potential for disturbance of human remains,
and loss of access to the largest remaining
collection of intact CA-SBA-58 deposit.


CA-SBA-58 has not yet been adequately
characterized. The loss of access to these
resources by future researchers represents a
potentially significant impact if a representative
sample is not recovered from the site.



Erosion associated with soils exposed during
construction and archaeological mitigation and
impacts may result from an open construction site
with a large and varied workforce and exposed
archaeological excavations as this may encourage
unauthorized artifact collection or vandalism by
construction workers and other site visitors.



If the grading and drainage plan, or the
landscaping installation, utilities, and other
infrastructure improvements plans are revised due
to conditions in the field, or for any other reason,
additional potentially significant impacts to cultural
resources may result.



The current grading plan allows the soils engineer
to determine the required depth for trenches at his
discretion. Many of the project details have been
designed to avoid cultural resources, including
limitations on trenching depths. If the soils
engineer were to have the discretion to change the
required depth for trenches, this may result in
significant impacts to cultural resources.
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of Land Use Permits the City issues any permits for grading or construction for grading or
before recordation of the final parcel map, whichever occurs first. The Chumash Native
American consultant observer must maintain daily notes and documentation necessary and
provide the observation notes and documentation to the archaeologist for inclusion in the
Phase 3 Program Report.
c. The permittee shall must submit a bond and related documents covering all costs of the
Phase 3 work components (and shall must include a contingency to cover unanticipated
finds and associated analysis) for review and approval by the City. The permittee shall must
ensure execution of the approved bond before Land Use Permits the City issues any permits
for grading are issued.
d. Following completion of all necessary Phase 3 Program field work, the permittee shall must
submit a preliminary Phase 3 Program report, prepared by the archaeologist, summarizing
the initial conclusions of all required field work. The preliminary Phase 3 Program report
shall must be reviewed and approved by the City and City-retained archaeologist before the
City issues any permits for grading to ensure that no additional fieldwork is recommended
before project grading is initiated, based on this review of the preliminary report.
Upon completion of all Phase 3 tasks, a Phase 3 Program Report documenting all aspects of the
Phase 3 Program shall must be reviewed and approved by the City and City-retained archaeologist.
The Final Phase 3 Program Report shall must be approved before issuance of any Certificate of
Occupancy. Pursuant to City Cultural Resource Guidelines, the final report, archaeological
collections, field notes, and other standard documentation will must be permanently curated at the
UCSB Repository for Archaeological Collections.
Plan Requirements: Except where specific circumstances require a smaller excavation, the
minimum size for an archaeological excavation will must be 1- by 1-meter units. These units will must
be expanded as needed to expose and record features or to clarify the stratigraphy. The Research
Design will must address:
Site Function: Based on the artifact assemblage thus far recovered, the archaeological site
appears to be a large habitation site with possibly multiple occupations over time. The most
common artifacts are various species of shell fish processed at this location; however, bone,
chipped and ground stone artifacts, beads, and mortuary items have all been recovered from this
site. Consequently, CA-SBA-58 has the potential to address a variety of research questions.
Cultural Chronology: Temporal placement of archaeological sites and components is integral to
the comparative analysis of assemblages to measure culture change. Archaeological measures of
chronology such as projectile point typologies, obsidian hydration and sourcing studies, and/or
dating of organic carbons will must be used to identify the age of occupation at CA-SBA-58.
a. Questions to be addressed:
i. What is the period(s) of occupation at site CA-SBA-58?
ii. Is this a temporally multi-component site?
iii. Is there any evidence to confirm or dismiss Rogers’ contention that this site was
occupied during the historic period?
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b.

Data requirements:
i. Temporally diagnostic artifacts (shell beads and projectile points).
ii. Obsidian tools or flakes large enough to provide material for hydration studies.
iii. Materials within a well-defined context that are suitable for obtaining radiocarbon dates.
Settlement Organization: An important research domain is the understanding of how the
immediate vicinity was used within a broader settlement system in terms of economic organization
and degree and type of mobility.
a. Questions to be addressed:
iv. Did these subsistence strategies change over time, and if so, how?
v. How does this site fit into the local environment?
vi. Can we identify the likely location where local resources, lithic, caloric, and others, were
obtained?
vii. How does this site fit into the overall picture of the region?
b. Data requirements:
viii. Faunal and floral remains that can be analyzed with respect to season.
ix. Faunal and floral remains that can be analyzed with respect to location.
x. Artifact assemblage that can be correlated with specific activities.
Subsistence: Data pertaining to changes in subsistence patterns through time can be related to
several important regional research questions that are appropriate for the construction of regional
research designs. Direct evidence of subsistence activities (faunal and floral materials and
residues), in conjunction with indirect evidence such as tools, provides the basis for analysis of
diet (e.g., relative importance of vegetal vs. faunal products), processing activities, procurement
technologies, and season(s) of occupation. These data lend themselves to the interpretation, in
part, of site function and economic organization. Identification of subsistence activities can be
used to assess established models of economic organization for this and surrounding regions.
a. Questions to be addressed:
xi. What was the dietary strategy employed at CA-SBA-58?
xii. How did it change over time, both seasonally and longer term?
xiii. Can these changes be correlated with either population or environmental pressures?
b. Data requirements:
xiv. Faunal and/or floral remains that can be identified and quantified by environmental and
seasonal availability.
xv. Food procurement and processing tools.
Cultural Affiliation: Genetic data can be related to several important research questions. This
information would provide direct evidence of the extent and nature of contacts and marriage
between various groups. This data could provide greater insight into the level of integration and
intermarriage between various groups within the Chumash as well as groups outside the Chumash
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cultural dominion. Questions about sex identification demographics, paleo-pathology, kinship
relationships, and social organization could be potentially addressed by collecting human DNA
from CA-SBA-58, if permission is granted by the MLD.
a. Questions to be addressed:
xvi. What was the extent of marriage among the Chumash?
xvii. What was the extent of marriage to cultural groups outside of the Chumash cultural
grouping?
xviii. Can changes in marriage practices be correlated with either population or environmental
pressures?
b. Data requirements:
xix. Human remains from either intact or redeposited soils from CA-SBA-58. These
materials should may be collected after consultation with the appropriate
representatives of the Chumash Native American community.
Excavation Methodology: In order to better define the areas of intact cultural deposits, the
archaeologist will must employ grading equipment to remove the fill and redeposited midden soil in
those areas that will be excavated to a depth of 18 inches (46 centimeters) to the east and south
of the currently defined archaeological site boundaries (CRMS 2011: Figure 7). This grading will
must be done in appropriate increments so that when a concentration of artifacts intact midden is
encountered grading can be halted. This grading will must not go deeper than the depths that will
result from construction, exclusive of the maximum depth of the pilings. If significant areas of intact
midden are discovered during this activity, the data recovery portion of the archaeological
mitigation will must be expanded to incorporate these areas of intact cultural deposits.
a. A series of ten 10.8-square-foot (1-square-meter) units will must be initially located so as to
best establish the horizontal and vertical variation and density of cultural materials within the
intact CA-SBA-58 midden. Excavation units within the intact midden will must be excavated
by hand, in 8-inch (20-centimeter) levels. Excavated soil will must be water-screened in the
field through 1/8-inch wire mesh. Within this collected material, however, 25% of the
excavated soil will must be screened through 1/16-inch mesh to allow for more specific
analyses of food remains and to recover very small artifacts, as discussed below. Column
samples will must be taken from no less than five of the most productive units.
b. An additional ten excavation units will must be excavated, with at least two units placed
within the pool area and one unit within the southern excavation pit on the eastern sewer
line, if intact cultural deposits are encountered. The remaining seven units will must be
placed beneath the footprint of the building to mitigate the loss of access to CA-SBA-58 as
well as provide baseline data needed to assess the efficacy of the archaeological site
preservation strategy. Any other units needed to more fully expose any features or other
significant sources of data encountered during the course of this Phase 3 data recovery will
must be in addition to, not at the expense of, these 20 excavation units.
c. A Chumash Native American consultant representative will must be retained as an observer
during all Phase 3 field excavations. The observer will satisfy the requirement as a most
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likely descendant of any human remains identified within CA-SBA-58, as required by the City
of Goleta Cultural Resource Guidelines Native American Heritage Commission.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The permittee shall must submit the Phase 3 Program Research
Design prepared pursuant to City Cultural Resources Guidelines and consistent with FEIR Mitigation
Measure CUL-3a. The research design must address site function, cultural chronology, settlement
organization, subsistence, cultural affiliation, and excavation methodology as specified in Mitigation
Measure CUL-3a before the City issues any permits for grading. The permittee must further submit a
copy of a contract between the permittee and a City-approved archaeologist and Chumash Native
American consultant observer for implementation of all components of the Phase 3 Program, and a
bond to the City for completion of all Phase 3 Program components and requirements approved by
City and City-retained archaeologist before a Land Use Permit the City issues any permits for grading
is issued. The bond may be returned upon City determination of completion of all contract
requirements. All field work associated with the Phase 3 Program and a Preliminary Report,
summarizing the findings of the field work, shall must be completed before issuance of Land Use
Permits the City issues any permits for Ggrading or before recordation of the Final Parcel Map,
whichever occurs first. The subsequent Final Phase 3 Report shall must be reviewed and approved
by the City and City-retained archaeologist (funded by the permittee) and all curation requirements
met before issuance the City issues of any Certificates of Occupancy. In no case All curation
requirements shall the bond be released before completion be met within 60 days following City
approval of curation and all other the final Phase 3 components Report.
Monitoring: City staff and the City-retained archaeologist shall must approve the Phase 3 Program
contract before issuance of a Land Use Permit the City issues any permits for grading or Final Parcel
Map recordation (whichever occurs first) and shall must periodically inspect the site to verify
completion of the Phase 3 field work, including presence of the City-approved archaeologist and
Chumash Native American consultant observer. The City-retained archaeologist shall must review
and approve the Phase 3 component submittals. The permittee shall must provide the City with a
letter from the UCSB Repository for Archaeological Collections indicating that all required materials
have been accepted for curation before release of the bond.
MM CUL-3b Construction Monitoring
All site preparation, ground disturbing, grading, and/or construction activities (onsite and Hollister
Avenue and South La Patera Lane improvements) will must be monitored by a City-approved
archaeologist and Chumash Native American consultant observer. These monitor(s) will must have
the following authorities:
a. The monitors/observers will must be on site on a full-time basis during any site preparation,
ground disturbing, and/or grading activities (whether within or outside of the assumed intact
soil areas). The monitors/observers will must remain on site until it is determined through
consultation with the applicant, City staff, archaeological consultant, and Native American
Chumash consultants representative that full-time monitoring is no longer warranted. At such
time, an alternate monitoring schedule will must be identified and agreed upon.
b. Project grading, drainage, landscape plans and other plans have been designed to minimize
the potential for impacts to cultural resources. No changes to project plans involving earth
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disturbance (e.g., depth of utility trenches, pilings, earthwork for parking lot, etc.) which could
otherwise impact cultural resources shall must be approved prior to before review and input
by the City approved retained archaeologist and City approval.
c. The monitors/observers will must have the authority to halt any activities impacting known or
previously unidentified cultural resources and to conduct an initial assessment of the
resources.
d. In the event potential human remains (including a single bone fragment of unknown origin)
are uncovered at any time, mitigation requirements established under Mitigation Measure
CUL-3e 4.4-5 below, procedures identified in Public Resources Code 5097.98, Health &
Safety Code § 7505.95, and Government Code § 27491 must will be carried out.
e. If an artifact is identified as an isolated find, the artifact(s) will must be recovered with the
appropriate location data and the item will must be included in the overall inventory for the
site.
f. If a feature or concentration of artifacts is identified, the monitors will must halt activities in
the vicinity of the find, notify the applicant and the City, and prepare a proposal for the
treatment of the find(s). This treatment may range from additional study to avoidance if
feasible, depending on the nature of the find(s).
g. The monitors City qualified archaeologist(s) will must prepare a comprehensive
archaeological technical report documenting the results of the monitoring program and
including an inventory of recovered artifacts, features, etc.
h. The monitors City qualified archaeologist(s) will must prepare the artifact assemblage for
curation with an appropriate curation with the UCSB Repository for Archaeological
Collections.
i. The monitors City qualified archaeologist(s) will must file an updated archaeological site
survey record with the UCSB Central Coast Information Center.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The permittee will must prepare a Construction Monitoring Plan for
review and approval by the City’s archaeologist and the City. Plan specifications for the monitoring
will must be printed on all plans submitted for any site preparation, ground disturbing, grading, and/or
construction activities. The permittee will must enter into a contract with a City-approved
archaeologist and Chumash Native American consultant observer and will must fund the required
monitoring. The permittee will must provide the Construction Monitoring Plan and contract for review
and approval by the City prior to Land Use Permit issuance. The permittee will must provide evidence
of a signed, funded, and effectuated contract prior to acceptable to the City for the archaeologist(s)
and Chumash consultant observer(s) to cover all required archaeological monitoring responsibilities
before issuance of a Land Use Permit the City issues any permits for any site preparation, ground
disturbing, grading, and/or construction activities.
Monitoring: The City must review and approve the contract before the City issues any permits for
grading or construction and will must conduct periodic site inspections to verify compliance during any
site preparation, ground disturbing, grading, and/or construction activities.
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MM CUL-3c Pre-construction Workshop
A pre-construction workshop, funded by the permittee, will must be conducted by a City-approved
archaeologist and Chumash Native American consultant observer.
Plan Requirements: Attendees will must include the permittee, archaeologist, Chumash Native
American observer, construction supervisors, and heavy equipment operators to ensure that all
parties understand the Construction Monitoring Plan and their respective roles and responsibilities. All
construction and/or landscaping personnel who would work on the site during any phase of ground
disturbance within the documented boundary of CA-SBA-58 will must be required to attend. The
names of all personnel who attend the workshop will must be recorded and will must be issued
hardhat stickers identifying that they have received workshop training. All individuals included on the
NAHC Native American contact list for the area must also be invited to attend the pre-construction
workshop for informational purposes. This workshop will must be videotaped and shown to any new
personnel who may be added during ground disturbing activities. Names of newly trained personnel
will must be recorded, and they will must be issued the identifying hardhat stickers.
The workshop will must include the following:
a. Review of the types of archaeological resources that may be uncovered.
b. The provision of examples of common archaeological artifacts and other cultural materials to
examine.
c. An explanation of why monitoring is required and identify monitoring procedures.
d. A description of what would temporarily stop construction and for how long. For example,
per CUL-3b, no changes are permitted to project plans that could impact cultural resources
without prior review by the City approved archaeologist and prior City approval.
e. A description of a reasonable “worst case” new discovery scenario such as the discovery of
intact human remains or a substantial midden deposit.
f. An explanation of reporting requirements and responsibilities of the construction supervisor.
g. A discussion of prohibited activities, including unauthorized collecting of artifacts.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The permittee will must provide workshop specifications, date/time,
and list of attendees to the City prior to before Land Use Permit issuance the City issues any permits
for grading. The workshop will must be held prior to before the start of any site disturbance.
Monitoring: City staff will must attend the workshop and will must periodically site inspect for
compliance during any site preparation, ground disturbing, grading, and/or construction activities.
MM CUL-3d. Fill Soils Requirements
All fill soils used within the project site will be chemically compatible with the existing native soils in
the area of CA-SBA-58 within the project site. Soil samples of existing native soils and proposed fill
soils and associated lab testing results will demonstrate compatibility.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Prior to bringing fill to the site, lab results for the specific fill soils to
be used on site will be provided to City staff and the City-approved archaeologist.
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Monitoring: City staff will ensure receipt of lab tests demonstrating chemically compatible soils for
use as fill on site before the City issues any permits for grading.
MM CUL-3e. Discovery of Human Remains
Procedures will must be prepared and will be followed in the event human remains are discovered.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Prior to any site preparation, ground disturbing, grading, and/or
construction activities, the permittee and construction crew will meet on site The following actions
must be taken immediately upon the discovery of human remains, consistent with the local Chumash
representative(s), identified as the Most Likely Descendant (MLD) by the State Native American
Heritage Commission. The MLD, permittee, the Lead Agency, and City-approved archaeologist will
discuss procedures Public Resources Code § 5097.98, Health & Safety Code § 7505.5, and
Government Code § 27491:

Stop work in the affected area.

Notify the coroner.

Fence off the area.

Leave all items in the area as is.
In some situations (as determined appropriate by the City, the site archaeologist, and Native
American Chumash consultantobserver), work may be allowed to continue in another part of the
parcel. City staff must also be notified of the discovery of human remains. Public Resources Code
§ 5097.98, Health & Safety Code § 7050.5, and Government Code § 27491 also address specific
timing and other criteria with regard to MLD recommendations for the disposition of human remains. If
the remains are Native American, the Coroner must notify the Native American Heritage Commission
(NAHC). The NAHC must notify the Most Likely Descendant (MLD) who must make
recommendations regarding the treatment or disposition of the human remains and any related
materials. The permittee must develop, in consultation with the MLD, a Human Remains Disposition
Plan for the re-interment of any human remains recovered during Phase 3 Data Recovery or
construction activities. These procedures will include those identified by California Public Resources
Code 5097.98, State CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5, and the City’s Cultural Resource Guidelines.
The coroner will be contacted if human remains are discovered. Satisfactory disposition of the
remains will be agreed upon by all parties so as to limit future disturbance. Procedures will be
reviewed and approved by the City prior to Land Use Permit issuance.
Monitoring: City staff will must periodically site inspect monitoring activities and will must respond
according to procedures in the event human remains are discovered.
MM CUL-3f. Improvements and Construction Limitations
Final plans for Parcel 1/Parcel 2 Hollister Avenue frontage improvements and Hollister Avenue
median improvements will must include the list of improvements and construction limitations
described in Dudek’s September 14, 2010, Marriott Residences Inn, Archaeological Resource
Impacts, Hollister Avenue Improvements, included in Appendix D of the Marriott Residence Inn and
Hollister Center Project RFEIR Part 1 (11-EIR-00412-EIR-001). These limitations are designed to
avoid disturbance to intact soils. With regard to installation of improvements for a sidewalk for South
La Patera Lane, earth disturbance shall must be limited to 18 inches below existing grade.
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Plan Requirements and Timing: The final plans for Parcel 1/Parcel 2 Hollister Avenue and La
Patera Lane frontage improvements and Hollister Avenue median improvements, which identify no
disturbance below fill soils, will must demonstrate the required compliance and will must be reviewed
and approved by City of Goleta and City of Santa Barbara staff and a City-approved archaeologist
prior to before Land Use Permit issuance the City issues any permits for grading or construction and
initiation of related earthwork. Archaeological monitoring is required for installation activities.
Monitoring: City staff will must site inspect to ensure construction of Parcel 1/Parcel 2 Hollister
Avenue frontage improvements and Hollister Avenue median improvements according to plan.
MM CUL-3g. Landscape Plan Requirements
2

The final landscape plan will include plant material placed within engineered fill soils .
Plan Requirements and Timing: The final landscape plan will must include details regarding
installation depth of plant material and root zone depth of mature vegetation for new plantings on
Parcels 1 and 2 and will must demonstrate that landscape disturbance will be confined to the depth of
engineered fill soils. For the Hollister Center additional tree plantings, the requirement is that trees
must not be planted in intact soil areas. The final landscape plan will must be reviewed and approved
by City staff and a City-approved archaeologist prior to before Land Use Permit issuance the City
issues any permits for grading or construction. Archaeological monitoring is required for installation
activities.
Monitoring: City staff will must site inspect to ensure installation of landscaping according to plan.
MM CUL-3h. Swimming Pool
The hotel swimming pool must be redesigned to substantially avoid impacts to CA-SBA-58 intact
soils, by limiting intrusion into intact soils to those pilings necessary to support the swimming pool.
Subject to final review and approval by City of Goleta and Environmental Health Services, the
Alternative Swimming Pool Design plan identified in the Marriott Cultural Resources Supplemental
3
Data report (D. Stone, Dudek Associates, November 2012) would be an acceptable redesign shall
be redesigned (which may involve relocation) to avoid disturbance to intact soils. This may involve
placing the swimming pool within engineered fill soils or otherwise above the level of intact soils.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Project plans shall be revised as necessary to ensure installation
of the swimming pool will not result in intrusion into intact soils onsite. Project plans which include the
swimming pool shall be submitted to Planning and Environmental Services for review and approval in
consultation with a City retained archaeologist, prior to submitting project plans for Preliminary DRB
review and therefore also prior to approval of a Land Use Permit for grading. Final swimming pool
plans must be submitted to Environmental Health Services Planning and Environmental Review, and

2

Applies to new landscaping.
The basic location, size, level of disturbance to intact soils, and appearance of the swimming pool are identified in the report. However, the final
plan is subject to additional City review and approval before the City issues any permits for grading to ensure final plan specifications comply with
code requirements and minimize intrusion into intact soil areas.
3
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Building (the latter to ensure final foundation design meets code requirements), for review and
approval in consultation with a City-retained archaeologist. This review must be completed before
submitting project plans for Preliminary DRB review and before the City issues any permits for
grading or construction. Archaeological monitoring is required for installation activities.
Monitoring: City staff will must site inspect to ensure installation according to plan.
MM CUL-3i. Pre-Construction Hand-Excavate Pilings
Subsequent to conclusion of the Phase 3 Program excavations, the permittee, at its sole expense,
shall must retain a City-qualified archaeologist and Chumash Native American consultant observer to
hand-excavate all piling locations not evaluated as part of the Phase 3 Program data recovery. The
remaining piling locations shall may be excavated until the depth of CA-SBA-58 site deposits is
exceeded., a As determined by the project archaeologist and Chumash consultant observer, reduced
excavation depths may also be acceptable. Furthermore, excavations within the piling locations must
not exceed the area of proposed disturbance. The soils shall must be dry-screened in the field to
identify any unknown, but potentially isolated, prehistoric human remains. The City-qualified
archaeologist and Chumash Native American consultant observer shall must have the authority to
temporarily halt excavation if any potentially significant discovery is identified, to allow for adequate
Phase 3 data recovery recordation, evaluation, and mitigation.
Plan Requirements and Timing: A Pre-Construction Controlled Piling Excavations Work Plan shall
must be submitted as a component of the Phase 3 Program, including identification of the Cityqualified archaeologist and Chumash Native American consultant observer. It shall must be submitted
to the City for review and approval before issuance of any Land Use Permit permits for grading or
construction for the project.
Monitoring: City staff shall must periodically perform site inspections to verify compliance with the
approved Pre-Construction Controlled Piling Excavations Work Plan.

Geology (Section 4.5)
GEO-2. Exposure to unstable, hazardous geological
conditions, including liquefaction due to high ground
water and soil characteristics; subsidence and
differential settlement associated with compressible
soils; and damage to foundations and hardscape
improvements due to expansive soils.
GEO-4. Sedimentation from air and water induced
erosion of stockpiled and graded areas.
Cumulative impacts. Potential for erosion and
sedimentation from grading activities during
construction contributing to cumulative geologic
impacts.

June 2014

Implement Mitigation Measure HYD-2b.
MM GEO-2a. Ensure Geotechnical and Soils Engineering Recommendations Meet Uniform
Building Code and California Building Code Standards
The permittee will must ensure that all geotechnical and soils engineering recommendations
(Hushmand Associates Inc., Geotechnical Investigation for the Residence Inn by Marriott, Goleta,
Santa Barbara County, California [Appendix F] and Pacific Materials Laboratory Preliminary
Foundation Investigation for the Proposed Residence Inn by Marriott, 6300 Hollister, City of Goleta,
California [Appendix G of the Revised Final EIR, Part 1]) both as revised by Hushmand Associates
Inc. Addendum I (Appendix E of the Revised Final EIR, Part 1) meet Uniform Building Code and
California Building Code standards and are incorporated into final project engineering, grading, and
construction plans. All grading activities will must be supervised by a Registered Civil Engineer or
Certified Engineering Geologist.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The permittee will must ensure that final project engineering,
grading, and construction plans incorporate the required geotechnical and soils engineering
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recommendations, including the revised recommendations included in the HAI Addendum (Appendix
E of the Revised Final EIR Part 1). Plans will must be submitted to City staff for review and approval
prior to before issuance of any Land Use Permit the City issues any permits for grading or
construction.
Monitoring: City staff will must review plans for consistency with the above requirements and must
inspect the site to ensure supervision by a Registered Civil Engineer or Certified Engineering
Geologist and will must verify compliance with final plans during grading and construction.

Hazards (Section 4.7)
HAZ-2. Exposure to hazardous materials sites related
to Government Code Section 65962.5/Cortese List,
including: potential to encounter contaminated soil or
water from previous releases on the project site during
site grading and/or dewatering activities; potential for
contaminated water to be discharged from the site to
the sewer or the Goleta Slough would result if
dewatering activities are required during site
development due to high groundwater and
contaminated groundwater on site.
HAZ-3. Proximity to airports, resulting in potentially
significant impacts to air navigation pending
incorporation of lighting, landscaping (maximum tree
heights), or other FAA required modifications to the
project prior to construction.
Cumulative impacts. Related to ongoing cleanup of
soil and water contamination.
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MM HAZ-2a Comply with Site Assessment Requirements
Prior to Before commencement of ground disturbance activities, the applicant will must comply with
the following Site Assessment requirements:
a. Devise and submit a Soils Management Plan to Fire Protection Environmental Health
Services and/or Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) for review and approval to
address the potential for contamination to be encountered during construction. This
document is to be submitted to Fire Protection Division, Environmental Health Services
and/or RWQCB, the City of Goleta, and also kept on site for reference by the excavation
contractor.
b. Develop and submit a Dewatering Plan if any groundwater is removed during construction,
including any required permits to discharge into the City’s sewer or stormdrain system. The
plan, including and confirmation of necessary permits (including any necessary permits), will
must be submitted to Fire Protection Services/Environmental Health Services, and/or
RWQCB, and City of Goleta staff for review and approval.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The applicant will must submit the Soils Management Plan and
Dewatering Plan to the Fire Protection Division Environmental Health Services, Goleta Sanitary
District, and/or RWQCB prior to before the City of Goleta land use permit issuance issues any permits
for grading for the project. The applicant must obtain all necessary permits from Goleta Sanitary
District and/or RWQCB associated with dewatering before the City issues any permits for grading.
The applicant will must notify the Fire Prevention Division Environmental Health Services and/or
RWQCB in the event contaminated soil is encountered during construction. If additional impacts are
found during construction activities, additional excavation and sampling may be required dependent
upon the contaminants of concern, concentrations, and other factors. If additional impacts are found
during construction activities, the Fire Protection Division Environmental Health Services and/or
RWQCB may require submittal of a final report showing compliance with possible directives prior to
before the City issues certificates of occupancy clearance. The Fire Protection Division Environmental
Health Services and/or RWQCB will then issue a site closure letter if all concerns are properly and
adequately addressed.
Monitoring: The City of Goleta will must confirm Fire Protection Division Environmental Health
Services, Goleta Sanitary District, and/or RWQCB approval of the Soils Management Plan and
Dewatering Plan, including confirmation that necessary permits have been obtained for any
dewatering, prior to before issuance of land use permits the City issues any permits for grading for
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the project. The Fire Protection Division Environmental Health Services and/or RWQCB will issue a
site closure letter if all concerns are properly and adequately addressed.
MM HAZ-3a. Submit Confirmation of FAA Review
The applicant will must submit to City of Goleta confirmation of FAA review (in response to applicant
submittal of Forms 7460-1 and 7460-2 to the FAA) and will must submit project plans for review and
approval that incorporate required FAA modifications (if required) to the project.
If FAA requires modifications that reduce the height of approved structures or the type of landscaping,
the project shall must return to DRB for review and approval of revised plans. However, changes to
the height of the building, in response to FAA required modifications, will must not result in an
increase in the building footprint nor will must such modifications result in changes to the building that
result in an increase in the loss of mountain views from eastbound Hollister Avenue.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The applicant will must submit FAA response and revisions to
project plans, as applicable, that result from incorporation of FAA requested modifications to project
plans prior to Preliminary DRB review and prior to issuance of land use before the City issues any
permits for grading or construction.
Monitoring: City of Goleta staff will must confirm applicant submittal of Forms 7460-1 and 7460-2
and incorporation of FAA-requested modifications, and will must ensure any modifications can be
found consistent with the project approval.
MM HAZ-3b. Record a Real Estate Disclosure Notice
The applicant will record a Real Estate Disclosure notice informing potential owners, lessees, or
operators that the subject property is within the Santa Barbara Municipal Airport’s Airport Influence
Area and is subject to noise and other potential hazards from low-altitude aircraft overflights.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Applicant will record the disclosure notice prior to approval of the
final parcel map or before approval of any permits for grading or construction, whichever occurs first.
Monitoring: City staff will confirm recording of the disclosure notice prior to approval of the final
parcel map.

Traffic and Transportation (Section 4.12)
TRA-3. Public transit and alternative modes of
transportation, because, depending on the final design
of the bus stop and other frontage improvements, the
project may result in significant impacts to alternative
modes of transportation.
TRA-4. Access, because the project internal layout,
including legal provision of reciprocal access between
the sites and better disbursement of compact spaces
along the east side of the hotel, has the potential to
result in significant access/circulation impacts.
TRA-5. Impacts on internal circulation, because until
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MM TRA-3a.

Construct a Hollister Avenue Bus Pocket

A bus pocket will must be constructed on Hollister Avenue in the vicinity of the existing bus stop. The
bus pocket will must be constructed to City of Goleta and City of Santa Barbara standards as
determined appropriate by City of Goleta and City of Santa Barbara Public Works staff.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Bus stop improvements will must be shown on project
improvement plans. Bus pocket improvements will must be reviewed and approved by Planning and
Environmental Services City of Santa Barbara and City of Goleta Public Works, and MTD prior to land
use permit issuance before the City issues any permits for grading or construction. Improvements will
must be installed prior to occupancy clearance before the City issues certificates of occupancy.
Monitoring: City of Goleta and City of Santa Barbara Public Works staff will must site inspect to
ensure installation of the required bus pocket prior to before the City issues certificates of occupancy
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final improvement plans have not been deemed
acceptable.
TRA-7. Short-term construction traffic impacts, because
the project would result in potential traffic safety
impacts during the construction period due to large
vehicles entering and exiting the site.

clearance.
MM TRA-4a.

June 2014

Ensure that Improvement Plans Are Consistent with Preliminary Improvement
Plans
Final project improvement plans will must be consistent with preliminary improvement plans.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Final plans will must include frontage improvements, the three new
medians in Hollister Avenue, access, bus stop/pocket, new landscaping along frontage areas and
medians, and internal circulation consistent with preliminary improvement plans. Final plans will must
be reviewed and approved by City of Goleta PER and Public Works, City of Santa Barbara Public
Works (as applicable), staff and the County Fire Department prior to before recordation of the Parcel
Map and prior to before the City issues any permits for grading land use permit issuance, and
initiation of earthwork for the above improvements, as applicable.
Monitoring: City staff will must site inspect periodically to ensure compliance with approved final
project improvement plans.
MM TRA-5a. Record a Covenant of Easement
A Covenant of Easement for reciprocal access between Parcel 1 and Parcel 2 will be recorded. The
Covenant of Easement will be in a form acceptable to the City and will be recorded against both
parcels.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The Covenant of Easement for reciprocal access will be submitted
to City staff for review and approval prior to recordation of the Parcel Map. The City-approved
Covenant of Easement will be recorded on both parcels concurrent with recordation of the Parcel
Map.
Monitoring: Proof of recordation will be provided to the City.
MM TRA-7a. Prepare Construction Transportation Plan
The permittee will prepare a Construction Transportation Plan that designates heavy equipment
routes, schedules, and the need for any special flag persons to direct traffic during peak volume
periods.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The Construction Transportation Plan will be reviewed and
approved by City staff prior to land use before the City issues any permits for grading or construction
issuance.
Monitoring: City staff will site inspect periodically to ensure compliance with the Construction
Transportation Plan.
MM TRA-7b. Distribute the Construction Activity Schedule and Construction Routes
The permittee will provide all adjacent property owners with a construction activity schedule and
construction routes as well as the name and telephone number of a contact person responsible for
the construction schedule 14 days in advance of commencement of construction activities. Any
alterations or additions will require a minimum 7-day notification.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The permittee will submit a copy of the schedule and mailing list to
the City’s Planning and Environmental Services Department 14 days prior to initiation of any earth
movement. The plan will schedule truck hauling trips to avoid peak traffic hours (peak hours are
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defined as 7:30–8:30 a.m. and 4:30–5:30 p.m.).
Monitoring: City of Goleta staff will perform periodic site inspections to verify compliance with activity
schedules.

Utilities and Service Systems (Section 4.13)
UTI-1. Wastewater treatment impacts, because until a
connection permit is obtained by the applicant project
impacts associated with wastewater treatment are
considered potentially significant.
UTI-2. Water supply impacts, because if the project
does not include design features to make efficient use
of water and minimize waste, it would not be consistent
with water conservation goals of GWD’s Water
Conservation Plan and without specific BMPs in place
to address water conservation, the project’s impacts on
water supply are considered potentially significant.
UTI-4. Drainage. See Hydrology and Water Quality
(Section 4.8) under Class II impacts.
Cumulative impacts to wastewater treatment.
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MM UTI-1a.

Obtain Connection Permit Sewer Service

The applicant must provide documentation from Goleta Sanitary District (GSD) indicating the ability to
serve the additional parcel based on the District’s treatment capacity to accommodate project
wastewater collection and treatment. (The existing Hollister Center Project has existing GSD water
service.)
Plan Requirements and Timing: The documentation must be provided to the City, demonstrating
the adequacy of permitted wastewater treatment capacity, before approval of the Final Map. As
identified in the GSD letter dated July 22, 2013, a A Connection Permit from Goleta Sanitary District
GSD will must be obtained and provided to City staff prior to before land use permit issuance the City
issues any permits for grading or construction.
Monitoring: City must confirm the required GSD documentation before approval of the Final Map
and confirm submittal of the Connection Permit before the City issues any permits for grading or
construction.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Prior to recordation of the Final Tract Map, a copy of the
Connection Permit will be provided to the City Planning and Environmental Services.
Monitoring: The Connection Permit will be on file with the City prior to land use permit issuance.
MM UTI-2a.
Provide Can and Will Serve Letter Water Service
A Can and Will Serve letter from Goleta Water District will be obtained. The applicant must provide
documentation from Goleta Water District (GWD) indicating the ability to serve the additional parcel
based on adequate GWD water supplies. (The existing Hollister Center Project has existing GWD
water service.)
Plan Requirements and Timing: The Can and Will Serve letter will documentation must be provided
to the City demonstrating the adequacy of water supplies to accommodate the project before
approval of the Final Map. The Can and Will Serve A conditional can and will serve (CAWS) letter will
must be provided to City staff prior to before land use permit issuance the City issues any permits for
grading or construction. (City staff may provide the draft land use permit(s) conditions for grading or
construction to GWD before GWD issues the CAWS letter.) An unconditional Final CAWS Letter must
be provided before initiation of development activities related to the City building permits.
Monitoring: The CAWS letter will be on file with the City prior to land use permit issuance The City
must confirm the required GWD documentation before approval of the Final Map and confirm
submittal of the CAWS letter(s) before the City issues any permits for construction and initiation of
any project development consistent with the Plan Requirements and Timing above.
MM UTI-2b. Minimize Outdoor Water Use
The final landscape plan will must include measures to minimize outdoor water use.
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Proposed Mitigation
Plan Requirements and Timing: The following measures will must be implemented in the final
landscape plan:
a. Landscaping will must use native and/or drought tolerant species.
b. Drip irrigation or other water-conserving irrigation will must be installed.
c. Plant material will must be grouped by water needs.
d. Turf will must constitute less than 20% of the total landscaped area if proposed under the
final landscape plan.
e. No turf will be allowed on slopes of over 4%.
f. Extensive mulching (2-inch minimum) will must be used in all landscaped areas to improve
the water holding capacity of the soil by reducing evaporation and soil compaction.
g. Soil moisture sensing devices will must be installed to prevent unnecessary irrigation.
The final landscape plan will must include these requirements and will must be reviewed and
approved by City staff and the Design Review Board before the City issues any permits for grading or
construction land use permit issuance. The permittee will must implement all elements of the final
landscape plan prior to before the City issues certificates of occupancy final inspection.
Monitoring: Prior to Before final inspection the City issues certificates of occupancy, City staff will
must verify installation according to plan.
MM UTI-2c.
Minimize Indoor Water Use
Building plans will must include measures to minimize indoor water use.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The following measures will must be implemented in project
building plans:
a. All hot water lines will must be insulated.
b. Recirculating, point-of-use, or on-demand water heaters will must be installed.
c. Self-regenerating water softening will must be prohibited in all structures.
d. Lavatories and drinking fountains will must be equipped with self-closing valves.
e. WaterSense Specification toilets will must be installed in each unit.
Indoor water conserving measures will must be implemented before the City issues certificates of
occupancy prior to occupancy clearance.
Monitoring: Prior to final inspection Before the City issues certificates of occupancy, City staff will
must inspect to verify installation according to plan.
MM 4.13-5 UTI-2d.
Use Reclaimed Recycled/Non-Potable Water
Reclaimed recycled/non-potable water, if available, will must be used for all dust suppression
activities during grading and construction.
Plan Requirements and Timing: This measure will must be included as a note on all plans
submitted for any land use permit, grading, and/or building permit. Evidence of availability, or lack
thereof, will must be provided to the City.
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Proposed Mitigation
Monitoring: City staff will must site inspect to ensure that reclaimed/non-potable water is being used
for dust suppression.
MM UTI-2d 3a. Submit Construction Waste Reduction and Recycling Plan
A construction Waste Reduction and Recycling Plan (WRRP) will must be submitted to the Public
Works Department for review and approval. The plan will must include at minimum a 50% waste
diversion requirement, including the following mitigation measures:
a. A minimum 50% diversion goal will must be met during construction. Demolition and/or
excess construction materials will must be separated on site for reuse/recycling or proper
disposal (e.g., concrete asphalt).
b. During grading and construction, separate bins for recycling of construction materials and
brush will must be provided on site. The applicant/property owner will must contract with a
City-approved hauler to facilitate the recycling of all construction recoverable/recyclable
material (copy of contract to be provided to the City).
c. Recoverable construction material will include but not be limited to asphalt, lumber,
concrete, glass, metals, and drywall.
d. At the end of the project, the applicant will must submit a Post-Construction Waste
Reduction & Recycling Summary Report documenting the types and amounts of materials
that were generated during the project and how much was reused, recycled, composted,
salvaged, or landfilled.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Prior to issuance of a land use Before the City issues any permits
for grading or construction, recycling requirements will must be printed on the grading and
construction plans. Materials will must be recycled as necessary throughout construction. Trash
control will must occur throughout all grading and construction activities. All materials will must be
recycled prior to before the City issues certificates of occupancy clearance.
Monitoring: City staff will must site inspect during construction and prior to before permit compliance
sign-off to ensure waste reduction and recycling components are established and implemented.
Additional covered receptacles will must be provided as determined necessary by City staff.
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CLASS III IMPACTS: Impacts that would be adverse but less than significant
The impacts below are considered adverse, but do not trigger thresholds for significant impacts. Therefore, the impacts below would be less-than-significant
without requiring implementation of specific mitigation. However, in some instances, mitigation is still recommended to minimize adverse impacts consistent with
applicable policies (e.g., The Clean Air Plan) and/or to address requirements or specific findings for approval of certain types of development permits (e.g.,
Development Plan findings, Sec 35-317.7.b: all adverse impacts are mitigated to the maximum extent feasible).
Traffic and Transportation (Section 4.12)
TRA-1. Traffic impacts, because the project would
generate adverse but less than significant increases in
traffic to local roadway segments and intersections and
the project would generate adverse but less than
significant increases in traffic at the Robin Hill
Road/Hollister Avenue intersection.
TRA-2. Impacts to airport activities, because the project
lies outside the Santa Barbara Municipal Airport
Approach Zone and Clear Zone.
TRA-6. Parking impacts, because adequate parking
would be provided.
TRA-8. Cumulative impacts to roadway segments,
because project-related traffic would be less than 1% of
cumulative roadway volumes on roadway segments.
TRA-9. Cumulative impacts to intersections, because
project would not exceed thresholds at intersections.
TRA-10. Congestion Management Program, because
project is required to pay Development Impact Fees.
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See mitigation measures for Traffic and Transportation under Class II Impacts. MM TRA-1a
implements the project description.
MM TRA-1a. Restripe Robin Hill Road Approach at the Hollister Avenue Intersection
The southbound Robin Hill Road approach at the Hollister Avenue intersection will must be restriped
to provide one right lane and one left lane.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Prior to land use Before the City issues any permits issuance for
grading, this improvement will must be identified on project plans for review and approval by the
City’s Public Works Department. City staff will must ensure the improvement is identified on project
plans prior to land use before the City issues any permits issuance for grading.
Monitoring: City staff will must ensure restriping is completed prior to before the City issues
certificates of occupancy clearance.
MM TRA-6a. Disburse Compact Parking Stalls
The row of compact parking stalls along the eastern side of the hotel building will must be disbursed
more evenly throughout the site to avoid non-compact vehicles parking in these spaces, which could
affect site circulation and emergency access.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The applicant will must submit revised plans to the City for review
and approval prior to before final Design Review Board and prior to land use before the City issues
any permits issuance for grading or construction.
Monitoring: City staff will must site inspect to ensure implementation during construction.
MM TRA-6b. Provide Bicycle Parking Spaces
A total of five (5) bicycle parking spaces will must be provided. Bicycle racks will must be the
“Inverted U” type in compliance with the SBCAG Traffic Solutions recommended bicycle rack. Minor
adjustment in bicycle parking locations may be approved by the City’s Planning and Environmental
Services Department.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Final plans showing bicycle parking locations and type will must be
reviewed and approved by City staff prior to land use before the City issues any permits issuance for
grading or construction.
Monitoring: City staff will must site inspect to ensure installation of the required bicycle racks prior to
before the City issues certificates of occupancy clearance.
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Page 2-1, Section 2.1, Location

The “project site” refers to and encompasses the approximately 10.71 acres currently
designated Assessor’s Parcel Number (APN) 073-050-020 073-050-046. It is centrally located
within the city of Goleta, just north of the Goleta Slough and Santa Barbara Municipal Airport,
and south of Highway 101 (Figures 2-1 through 2-4). The project site abuts Hollister Avenue,
the city’s primary east-west roadway south of Highway 101, and is approximately halfway
between north-south running Fairview Avenue on the east and Los Carneros Road on the west
and their respective freeway overpasses. The project site is also bounded by South La Patera
Lane on the east and Robin Hill Road on the west. Within the vicinity of the project are
commercial and industrial uses, including office, retail, light-manufacturing, and research and
development, and the Santa Barbara Municipal Airport.

2.2.2

Page 2-1, Section 2.3 Characteristics, Figures 2-16 through 2-21

The civil engineering plans in Chapter 2, Project Description, of RFEIR Part 1 include the
correct City of Goleta Case No. (09-075-VTM), but the incorrect subdivision number (32,031
instead of 32,047). The parcel also has a new APN number. The civil engineering plan sheets
have been updated to incorporate these corrections. These plan sheets are identified as the
following EIR figures:


Figure 2-16:

Vesting Tentative Parcel Map



Figure 2-17:

Preliminary Grading and Drainage Plan



Figure 2-18:

Hollister Avenue Plan



Figure 2-19:

Preliminary Utility Plan



Figure 2-20:

Existing Topographic Map



Figure 2-21:

Preliminary Street Lighting Plan

The subdivision number included on the Proposed Final EIR figures listed above is 32,031,
which was the correct number for the November 2008 approved subdivision request, later
rescinded in May 2009. The correct subdivision number for the current project is 32,047. The
revised civil engineering plan sheets (attached) include the corrected subdivision number and
new APN. These corrected plan sheets replace and amend Figures 2-16 to 2-21 in Part 1 of this
Revised Final EIR accordingly.
2.2.2.1

Figure 2-16, Vesting Tentative Parcel Map

The correct figure for the Vesting Tentative Parcel Map was not included in RFEIR Part 1.
However, the subdivision parcel boundaries resulting from the proposed subdivision are
accurately identified on other civil sheets in RFEIR Part 1. The most current Vesting Tentative
Map plan sheet replaces Figure 2-16 of RFEIR Part 1.
2.2.2.2

Figure 2-18, Hollister Avenue Plan

The most current figure for the Hollister Avenue Plan was not included in RFEIR Part 1.
However, the Hollister Avenue Plan figure was included in Chapter 2, Project Description, as
Figure 2-16, which also identified the subdivision information and details of the La Patera Road
improvements along with the additional trees in the parking lot on Parcel 1. The revised civil
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sheet (discussed above) includes the correct and current version of Figure 2-18, and replaces
Figure 2-18 in RFEIR Part 1.
The modifications identified in RFEIR Part 2 will not result in substantive changes to the
effectiveness of mitigation, the level of identified environmental impacts, or the severity of
identified impacts in RFEIR Part 1. RFEIR Part 2, together with Part 1, hereby corrects and
amends the RFEIR Part 1 for the Marriott Residence Inn/Hollister Center Project (12-EIR-1;
SCH# 2007121058).

2.2.3

Page 2-2, Section 2.3.1, Vesting Tentative Parcel Map

As shown on Figure 2-16, the Vesting Tentative Parcel Map would allow division of the existing
10.71-acre parcel, APN 073-050-020 073-050-046, into two separate, legal parcels: of 6.90
acres (Parcel 1) and 3.81 acres (Parcel 2). Frontage improvements are required as part of the
subdivision on La Patera Lane, Hollister Avenue, and Robin Hill Road. Frontage improvements
include, but are not limited to, sidewalks, lighting, bus pocket, new center medians, new
driveways, undergrounding of utilities, and landscaping (Figures 2-15, 2-18, 2-21, 2-22, and 223).

2.2.4

Pages 3-1 through 3-2, Table 3-1, List of Plan Referenced for Cumulative
Effects

Plan

Issue Area

City of Goleta General Plan/Coastal Plan (all Elements)
and EIR

All issue areas

Goleta Slough Ecosystem Management Plan (1997) and
Existing Conditions Report (2012)

Biology, Hydrology

City of Santa Barbara Airport Facilities Plan

Hazards

City of Goleta Greenhouse Gas Inventory

Greenhouse Gases

Santa Barbara County Airport Land Use Plan and 2012
Draft Update

Hazards

Santa Barbara County Air Pollution Control District Clean
Air Plan

Air Quality

City of Goleta Storm Water Management Plan

Biology, Hydrology

City of Santa Barbara Airport and Goleta Slough Local
Coastal Program

Biology, Hydrology, Hazards

Regional Water Quality Control Board
Water Quality Control Plan for the Central Coastal Basin

Biology, Hydrology, Hazards

Goleta Transportation Improvement Program

Transportation

Goleta Water District:
Groundwater Management Plan
Urban Water Management Plan

Water Supplies

Santa Barbara County Source Reduction and Recycling
Element

Solid Waste

University of California at Santa Barbara Vision 2015
Long Range Development Plan

Biology, Land Use, Recreation, Transportation, Utilities
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Pages 3-2 through 3-4, Table 3-2, List of Related Projects—City of
Goleta

It should be noted that the revisions to Table 3-2 below update the current projects and do not
change the analysis.
TABLE 3-2. LIST OF RELATED PROJECTS—CITY OF GOLETA
Project

Location

Land Use

Size /
Description

Status

Pending Residential and Commercial
RCS Bluffs
Development LLC
12-065
12-060

344 Island Oak
Lane

Residential

1 new SFD

Pending

RCS Bluffs
Development LLC
12-106 thru 119

Sora Court, Island
Oak Lane

Residential

14 new SFD units

Pending

Harvest Hill Ranch
12-086

880 Cambridge
Drive

Residential

Rezone from DR 1.9 to
20-R-1 for 7 new single
family lots

Pending

Rancho Mobile Home
Park Subdivision
(Guggenheim)
05-140-TM

7465 Hollister
Avenue

Residential

17.84 acres
150 existing mobile
homes

PendingCalifornia Coastal
Commission

Shelby Trust
05-154-GP, -RZ et al

7400 Cathedral
Oaks Road

Residential

60 units

Pending

Cortona Apts
09-140-DP

6830 Cortona Drive

Residential

176 units

Pending

Kenwood Village
08-205-GPA

Calle Real w/o
Calaveras Avenue

Residential

60 units

Pending

Villages at Los
Carneros II
10-043

Adjacent to 71
South Los
Carneros Road

Residential

465 Units (Note: 275
approved as Villages at
Los Carneros I but not
built)

Pending

Taylor Parcel Map
03-053-Pm

590 N. Kellogg
Avenue

Residential

3 Parcels

Pending

Somera Capital
Management
12-091

454 S. Patterson
Avenue

Commercial

20,000 SF medical
office building

Pending

Camino Real Hotels
12-122-SCD

6985 Santa Felicia
Dr.

Commercial

389 SF footprint
increase

Pending

Islamic Society of Santa
Barbara
03-051-DP; CUP

NEC Los Carneros
and Calle Real

Commercial

6,183 SF
1 caretaker unit

Pending

Sturgeon Building
06-180-DP

SEC Los Carneros
and Calle Real

Commercial

6,046 SF

Pending
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Project

Location

Land Use

Size /
Description

Status

McDonalds, USA 10085-CUP, DPAM

6900 Marketplace
Drive

Commercial

Add drive-thru window

Pending

Rincon Palms Hotel and
Restaurant
11-083-DP

6868/6878 Hollister
Avenue

Commercial

98,000 SF hotel
156 rooms
6,171 conference center
(Note: Replaces
previous project 07-020;
see below)

Pending

Approved or Under Construction Residential and Commercial
RCS Bluffs
Development LLC
12-060 – 12-064 and
12-066 – 12-069

Multiple 7702-7708
Kestral and 251328 Elderberry

Residential

SFD’s on 8 lots

Approved

Westar Mixed Use
Village
08-143-GPA et al

Hollister Avenue
n/w of Glen Annie
Rd.

Residential and
Commercial

266 units
88,000 SF

Approved

Mariposa at Ellwood
Shores
07-217-DP et al

7760 Hollister
Avenue

Residential

70,510 SF
99 residents
58 units

Approved

Village at Los
Carneros I
10-043-GPA, -VTM, DP, -DRB

Adj. to 71 South
Los Carneros Road

Residential

275 units (Note: Was
not built and is now
proposed as Villages at
Los Carneros II, 10-043;
see above)

Approved

Willow Springs Phase II
Residential
Development
08-128-SPA-VTM-DPCUP-DPAM;11-080GPA;11-081-GPA

Camino Vista Road

Residential

100 units

Approved

Robinson LLA- related
lots

Baker, Violet and
Daffodil Lanes

Residential

13 units (4 approved/9
under construction)

Approved

Citrus Village
04-226-DP; TM

7388 Calle Real

Residential

10 units

Approved

Haskell’s Landing
07-102-GP, -TM, -DP

Hollister Avenue
w/o Las Armas
Road

Residential

101 units

Approved

Winchester Commons
HOA 08-029-TPM, -DP
RV

7960 Winchester
Circle

Residential

1 SFD

Approved

Mann Residence
09-198-LUP

5632 Cielo Avenue

Residential

1 SFD

Approved

Quixote Fund
00-DP-030

275 Mathilda Drive

Residential

2 units

Under Construction

Robinson LLA-related
lots

Baker, Violet and
Daffodil Lanes

Residential

13 units (4 approved/9
under construction)

Occupied

Comstock Homes

7800 block of

Residential

62 units

Under
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Project

Location

67-SB-TM

Hollister Avenue

Fresh and Easy Market

5955 Calle Real

Commercial

3,754 SF net new
grocery market (demo
9,939 SF; new structure
is 13,693 SF)

Approved

Schwan Self Storage
07-229-DP

10 S. Kellogg
Avenue

Commercial

111,730 SF

Approved

Rincon Palms Hotel and
Restaurant
07-020-RZ, DP

6868/6878 Hollister
Avenue

Mixed Use

75,580 SF hotel
102 rooms
6,000 SF restaurant
(Note: Replaced by
pending project 11-083;
see above)

Approved

Camino Real
Marketplace-Skating
Facilities
95-DP-026

Santa Felicia Drive

Commercial

46,000 SF ice rink
17,000 SF roller rink

Approved

Cabrillo Business Park
37-SB-DP et al

6767 Hollister
Avenue

Mixed Use

693,100 SF (R&D, self
storage, onsite service
related uses)

Approved

Renco Encoders
07-103-DP

26 Coromar Drive

Mixed Use

33,600 SF existing
building plus;
8,800 SF mfg. and
10,400 SF office

Approved

Dawson Contractor
Storage
09-171-LUP

5750 Dawson
Avenue

Commercial

1,440 SF

Approved

GVCH Medical Office
Building Reconstruction
08-185-DP

5333 Hollister

Commercial

41,224 SF existing
(demo)
52,000 approved
10,776 SF net new

Approved

Fairview Commercial
Center
01-SB-DP; CUP

151 S. Fairview
Avenue

Mixed Use

16,885 SF
(9,250 SF retail
6,110 SF office) 2 units

Approved

Goleta Valley Cottage
Hospital
07-171-OA, -DP, -DRB

351 S. Patterson
SE Corner of
Patterson/Hollister

Commercial

93,090 SF existing
152,658 SF proposed
59,568 SF net new

Under Construction

Housing Authority
Braddock House 05059-PM; DP AM02

5575 Armitos
Avenue

Mixed Use

Division of 2.43 acres
into two parcels of 2.19
and 0.24 acres
Addition of 1 new
assisted living unit (4
rooms, Braddock House
2,755 SF)
Miller Community
Center 1,536 SF

Under Construction
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Land Use

Acreage

Project
Description

Status

Projects Under Construction
Haskell’s
Landing (The
Hideaway)

Goleta Valley
Cottage
Hospital

Hollister
Avenue & Las
Armas Road

351 S.
Patterson at
Hollister
Avenue

079-210-049

065-090-022;
-028

Cabrillo
Business Park

6767 Hollister
Avenue

073-450-005

Willow Springs
II

Camino Vista
e/o Los
Carneros
Road

073-060-044;
-045, -046, 047, -048

Westar

7000 Hollister
Avenue (N/E
corner of Glen
Annie Road
and Hollister)

073-030-020;
-021

FLIR Addition
to Cabrillo
Business Park

6769/6775
Hollister
Avenue

073-610-001;
-002

Robinson LLArelated lots

Baker, Violet
and Daffodil
Lanes

077-141-053;
077-141-070
et al

14.23

101
residential
units

Under
construction

18.38

Hospital
93,090 sf
Existing;
152,658 sf
Approved;
59,568 sf Net
New

Under
construction

91.4

Business Park
- New
structures
total 693,100
sf (R&D, self
storage,
service uses);
241,682 sf
existing PreDevelopment
Plan; 934,800
sf total;
*Under
Pending
Projects, see
CBP/Investec
Self-Storage
Facility

Under
construction

6

100
residential
units

Under
construction

23.55

266
residential
units; Approx.
90,000 sf of
commercial

Under
construction

Commercial

11.43

11,827 sf net
new office
building
addition
(demo 4,348
sf; new
building is
16,175 sf)

Under
construction

Residential

0.23-0.26
each lot

13 units

Approved; 9
of 13 units
completed

0.8

16,885 sf
mixed use
building

Approved

Residential

Commercial

Commercial

Residential

Residential/C
ommercial

Approved Projects (Not Constructed)
Fairview
Commercial
Center
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Land Use

Acreage

Project
Description

Status

(9,250 sf retail
space, 6,110
sf office space
and 2 units)

Islamic Society
of SB

N/E Corner of
Los Carneros
and Calle
Real

077-160-035

Commercial

0.59

6,183 sf
building with
prayer room,
meeting area
and 1
caretaker unit

Citrus Village

7388 Calle
Real

077-490-043

Residential

1.02

10 residential
units

Approved

3.57

Existing M-RP
Bldg (33,600
sf); Add 8,800
sf manuf
space; Add
10,400 sf
office

Approved

2.95

62,481 sf
assisted living
(90 residents)

Approved

2.06

111,730 sf
self-storage
facility

Approved

2.17

Medical Office
Building
Demo
Existing
41,224 sf;
52,000 sf
Approved;
10,776 sf Net
New

Approved

3.05

84,500 sf
hotel; 138
rooms with
meeting
space

Approved

Approved

Renco
Encoders

26 Coromar
Drive

Mariposa at
Ellwood
Shores

7760 Hollister
Avenue

Schwann Self
Storage

10 S. Kellogg
Avenue

GVCH Medical
Office Building
Reconstruction

5333 Hollister
Avenue

073-150-013

079-210-057

071-090-082

065-090-023

Industrial

Commercial

Industrial

Commercial

Approved

Rincon Palms
Hotel and
Restaurant

6868/6878
Hollister
Avenue

Somera
Medical Office
Building

454 S.
Patterson
Avenue

065-090-013

Commercial

8

20,000 sf net
new medical/
dental office
building

Camino Real
Marketplace
Ice in Paradise

Santa Felicia
Drive

073-440-022

Commercial

4.8

46,479 sf ice
skating rink

Approved

Taylor Parcel
Map

590 N.
Kellogg
Avenue

069-100-003

Residential

1.6

3 new units

Pending (On
Hold)

Shelby

7400
Cathedral

077-530-019

Residential

13.92

60 residential
units

Pending

073-140-004

Commercial

Pending Projects
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Land Use

Acreage

Project
Description

Status

Oaks Road

Sturgeon
Building

S/E Corner of
Los Carneros
and Calle
Real

077-160-040

Commercial

Kenwood
Village

Calle Real
w/o Calaveras
Avenue

077-130-066,
-019; 077141-049

Residential

Cortona
Apartments

6830 Cortona
Drive

Villages at Los
Carneros I and
II

Adjacent to 71
South Los
Carneros
Road

Target Store

6466 & 3470
Hollister
Avenue and
170 Los
Carneros Way

Harvest Hill
Ranch

880
Cambridge
Drive

Taco Bell

Fuel Depot
and Car Wash

June 2014

7127 Hollister
Avenue

370 Storke
Road

073-140-016

073-330-024,
-026, -027, 028, -029

073-070-034;
-035; 073330-030

069-620-044

073-440-012

073-100-008

Residential

Residential

Commercial

Residential

Commercial

Commercial

0.53

6,046 sf
retail/medical
office

Pending (On
Hold)

10

60 residential
units

Pending

8.82

176
residential
units

Pending

43.14

Villages at
Los Carneros
I approved
with 275 units
on 16.11
acres;
Proposed
Villages at
Los Carneros
II to replace
LC-I approval
with 465 units
on 43.14
acres

Pending

11.35

120,690 sf net
new grocery
market (demo
44,110 sf;
new building
is 164,800 sf)

Pending

4.73

7 lot
subdivision
with net of 6
homes

Pending

9.31 (parcel);
9.9 total
shopping
center

1,686 sf fast
food
restaurant
with a drivethrough
facility

Pending

1

1,667 sf new
drive-in
carwash, selfserve car
wash, gas
fueling
dispensers
and
manager's
residence;
Zizzo's Coffee
building to
remain

Pending
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CBP / Investec
Self-Storage
Facility

2.2.6

350 Coromar
Drive and
6640
Discovery
Drive

APN

073-610-015,
-016
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Land Use

Commercial

Acreage

6.02

Project
Description
111,100 sf
self-storage
facility (Note:
Square
footage is
already
included
within the
overall
Cabrillo
Business Park
Scope)

Status

Pending

Page 4.1-9, Mitigation Measure MM AES-1a/AES-2a. Receive Preliminary
and Final Approval From DRB

MM AES-1a/AES-2a. Receive Preliminary and Final Approval from Design Review Board
The permittee will must receive preliminary and final approval from the Design Review Board
(DRB). Staff in consultation with the The DRB will must specifically consider and ensure that the
details of the preliminary and final lighting, utility, landscape, and building plans are consistent
with the approved project and conditions of approval affecting these project features, including
but not limited to, mitigation measures MM AES-1b/AES-2b through AES-3a. To ensure
consistency with assumptions regarding loss of mountain views and compatibility with
surrounding development, special attention will must be given to consistency of final plans with
project approval assumptions for grading plans/finished floor elevations, roof heights, placement
of mechanical equipment, colors, materials, finished floor elevations, and changes to plant
species in the landscape plan, particularly with regard to screening the development but
maintaining views of the mountains.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The review will must include site plan, floor plan, elevations,
grading plan, landscape plan, frontage improvements, and lighting plans consistent with the
DRB Design Review Board submittal requirements. Additional materials will must be provided
as required by the DRB Design Review Board to complete its review. Preliminary and final
approval will must be granted prior to before the City of Goleta issues any permits for grading or
construction issuance of a land use permit. City of Santa Barbara review and approval is also
required for Hollister Avenue frontage improvements and the new Hollister Avenue medians. In
addition, Goleta Sanitary District (GSD) must sign off on the project landscape plan before City
of Goleta Design Review Board preliminary review (and applicable City of Santa Barbara design
review) to ensure new tree placement complies with GSD requirements.
Monitoring: City staff will must verify compliance prior to before issuance of a land use permit
the City issues any permits for grading or construction, during field inspection, and prior to
before final inspection the City issues certificates of occupancy.
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Page 4.1-9, Mitigation Measure MM AES-1b/AES-2b. Height Limitations

MM AES-1b/AES-2b. Height Limitations
The height of structural development shown on final plans will must not exceed the mean height
and peak height shown on approved project exhibit maps. Finished grade will must be
consistent with the approved final grading plan. Height limitations shown on plan sets on the any
issued land use permits for construction will must be adhered to during construction.
Plan Requirements and Timing: During the framing state of construction and prior to before
commencement of roofing, the permittee will must submit verification from a licensed surveyor
demonstrating that the mean height and peak height conform to those shown on issued any
land use issued permits for grading or construction permit plan sets.
Monitoring: City staff will must verify compliance prior to issuance of a land use before the City
issues any permits for grading or construction, during field inspection, and prior to before
commencement of roofing.

2.2.8

Page 4.1-10, Mitigation Measure MM AES-1c/AES-2c. Utility Plan Review

MM AES-1c/AES-2c. Utility Plan Review
The permittee will must submit a composite utility plan for City staff and Design Review Board
preliminary and final review. All external/roof-mounted mechanical equipment (including heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning condensers, switch boxes, etc.) will must be included on all
building plans and will must be designed to be integrated into the structure and/or screened in
their entirety from public view. Rooftop equipment must not alter the visual profile of the building
in a manner that degrades or diminishes views of the mountains from public viewing places.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Detailed plans showing all external/roof-mounted mechanical
equipment will must be submitted for review by City staff and the Design Review Board to
ensure compliance with this condition prior to land use before the City issues any permits for
grading or construction issuance.
Monitoring: Prior to final inspection Before the City issues certificates of occupancy, City staff
will must verify installation of all external/roof-mounted mechanical equipment per the approved
plans.

2.2.9

Page 4.1-10, Mitigation Measure MM AES-1d/AES-2d. Screening Utility
Connections/Above-ground Equipment

MM AES-1d/AES-2d. Screening Utility Service Connections and Above-ground Mounted
Equipment
All new utility service connections and above-ground mounted equipment such as backflow
devices will must be screened from public view and/or painted in a soft earth-tone color(s) (red
is prohibited unless required by service provider) so as to blend in with the project. Screening
may include a combination of landscaping and/or fencing/walls. Whenever possible, utility
transformers will must be placed in underground vaults. All gas and electrical meters will must
be concealed and/or painted to match the building. All gas, electrical, backflow prevention
devices, and communications equipment will must be completely concealed in an enclosed
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portion of the building, on top of the building, or within a screened utility area. All transformers
and vaults that must be located within the right-of-way will must be installed below grade unless
otherwise approved by the City, and then must be completely screened from view.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The plans submitted for City of Goleta Planning and Building
staff and Design Review Board preliminary and final review (and prior before the City issues any
permits for grading or construction land use permit issuance) will must identify the type, location,
size, and number of utility connections and above-ground mounted equipment as well as how
such equipment would be screened from public view and the color(s) that it would be painted so
as to blend in with the project and surrounding area. Confirmation of any required City of Santa
Barbara plan review and approval for Hollister Avenue improvements must also be provided to
City of Goleta Planning and Environmental Review staff before the City of Goleta issues any
grading or construction permits.
Monitoring: Project plan consistency with these requirements for screening must be
determined by City of Goleta Planning and Environmental Review (PER) staff before the City
issues any permits for grading or construction. Prior to Before the City of Goleta issues
certificates of occupancy final inspection, City monitoring staff will must verify that all aboveground utility connections and equipment are installed, screened, and painted per the approved
plans.

2.2.10

Page 4.1-11, Mitigation Measure MM AES-1e/AES-2e. Landscaping
Requirements

MM AES-1e/AES-2e. Landscaping Requirements
Project landscaping will must consist of approximately 75% drought-tolerant native and/or
Mediterranean type plant coverage that adequately complements the project design and
integrates the site with surrounding land uses.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The final landscape plan will must identify the following:
a. Type of irrigation
b. All existing and new trees, shrubs, and groundcovers by species
c. Size of all plantings
d. Location of all plantings
The permittee must submit a final landscape plan will be reviewed and approved by with the
above components for Design Review Board and City staff review (to ensure compliance with
landscape plan requirements) before the City issues any permits for grading or construction
prior to land use permit issuance.
Monitoring: Before the City issues any permits for construction, City staff must ensure the final
landscape plan includes the above components and must ensure DRB has reviewed the final
landscape plan for consistency with the approved project plans and conditions. Prior to Before
final inspection the City issues certificates of occupancy, City staff will must inspect the site to
ensure that landscaping has been installed consistent with the final landscape plan.
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Page 4.1-11, Mitigation Measure MM AES-1f/AES-2f. Landscape
Maintenance

MM AES-1f/AES-2f. Landscape Maintenance
The permittee will must implement and will must maintain required landscaping for the life of the
project. The permittee will must also enter into an agreement to install and maintain required
landscaping and water-conserving irrigation systems for the life of the project.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The permittee will must sign the landscape installation and
maintenance agreement, including at least a 3-year maintenance period, prior to before the City
issues any permits for grading or construction land use permit issuance. Performance securities
acceptable to the City of Goleta for installation and maintenance will must be reviewed and
approved by City staff prior to before the City issues any permits for grading or construction land
use permit issuance. City of Santa Barbara may require additional agreement(s) for
improvements in the Hollister Avenue right of way. The landscape maintenance agreement(s)
must address landscaping on site as well as associated landscaping within Hollister Avenue
right-of-way (see Public Works memo August 13, 2013, included in Appendix U).
Monitoring: Prior to Before final inspection the City issues certificates of occupancy, City staff
will must inspect the site to ensure installation according to approved plan. City staff will must
check maintenance as needed. Release of any performance security requires appropriate
documentation and signatures from City of Goleta PER and Public Works staff signature. City of
Santa Barbara Public Works staff signature also required as applicable for landscaping within
the Hollister Avenue right-of-way before the City of Goleta issues certificates of occupancy.

2.2.12

Page 4.1-11, Mitigation Measure MM AES-1g/AES-2g. Trash/Recycling
Enclosure Requirements

MM AES-1g/AES-2g. Trash/Recycling Enclosure Requirements
Trash/recycling enclosure(s) will must be provided.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The enclosure will must be compatible with the architectural
design of the project, will must be of adequate size for trash and recycling containers (at least
50 square feet), and will must be accessible by users and for removal. The trash/recycling area
will must be enclosed with a solid wall of sufficient height to screen the area, will must include a
solid gate and a roof, and will must be maintained in good repair in perpetuity. The enclosure(s)
will must be shown on project plans and will must be reviewed and approved by City staff and
the Design Review Board prior to land use before the City issues any permits for grading or
construction issuance.
Monitoring: Prior to final inspection Before the City issues certificates of occupancy, City staff
will must inspect the site to ensure installation according to approved plan.
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Page 4.1-12, Mitigation Measure MM AES-1h/AES-2h. Undergrounding
Utilities

MM AES-1h/AES-2h. Undergrounding Utilities
Except along La Patera Lane, Existing and new all utility lines along Hollister Avenue and Robin
Hill Road associated with the project site will must be placed underground. Any new utilities
along La Patera Lane must also be undergrounded. All undergrounding of utility earthwork,
trenching, etc. must be monitored by an archaeologist and Chumash consultant observer.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Construction plans for these improvements will must be
reviewed and approved as part of the Design Review Board preliminary and final review and will
must be reviewed and approved by the City of Goleta PER and Public Works staff prior to
before the City issues any land use permits for grading or construction issuance. Improvements
will must be implemented prior to before the City of Goleta issues certificates of occupancy.
Improvements along the Hollister Avenue frontage may also be subject to review and approval
by the City of Santa Barbara. Plans for any new utility lines on Parcel 1 must be submitted to the
City for review, including CEQA review.
Monitoring: City staff will must verify completion of the improvements in the field.

2.2.14

Page 4.1-12, Mitigation Measure MM AES-3a. Exterior Night Lighting
Restrictions

MM AES-3a. Exterior Night Lighting Restrictions
Exterior night lighting installed on the project site will must be of low intensity, low glare design,
and will must be hooded to direct light downward onto the subject parcel and prevent spill-over
onto adjacent parcels. Exterior lighting fixtures will must be kept to the minimum number and
intensity needed to ensure public safety. These lights will must be dimmed after 11 p.m. to the
maximum extent practical without compromising public safety. Upward directed exterior lighting
is prohibited. All exterior lighting fixtures will must be appropriate for the architectural style of the
structure and surrounding area.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The locations of all exterior lighting fixtures, complete cutsheets of all exterior lighting fixtures, and a photometric plan prepared by a registered
professional engineer showing the extent of all light and glare emitted by all exterior lighting
fixtures will must be reviewed and approved by the Design Review Board and City PER and
Public Works staff prior to before the City issues any permits for grading or construction land
use permit issuance. Lighting along Hollister Avenue may also be subject to review and
approval by the City of Santa Barbara.
Monitoring: Prior to Before final inspection the City issues certificates of occupancy, the City
Building Inspector staff will must inspect to ensure that exterior lighting fixtures have been
installed consistent with approved plans.
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Page 4.3-8, Mitigation Measure MM BIO-3a. Ensure Invasive Species Are
Not Included in Landscape Plan

MM BIO-3a.

Ensure Invasive Species Are Not Included in Landscape Plan

The permittee will must ensure that invasive species are not included in the project landscape
plan and are not planted on the project site. The Final Landscape Plan submitted to City
Planning and DRB for review and approval will must include a note prohibiting planting of
invasive species on site.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Permittee will must submit final landscape plan consistent
with this condition to Planning and the Design Review Board for review and approval prior to
before issuance of the land use permit the City issues any permits for grading or construction.
Monitoring: City staff will must ensure inclusion of a note regarding no invasive plants on the
landscape plan. The Design Review Board will must review the landscape plan to ensure no
inclusion of native invasive plants on the landscape plan plant palette. Compliance with
approved final landscape plan will must be field checked for compliance prior to before final
inspection the City issues certificates of occupancy.

2.2.16

Page 4.4-1, Section 4.4, Cultural Resources

This analysis is based primarily on the Cultural Resources Management Services (CRMS) Site
History and Archaeological Assessment of CA-SBA-58 with Mitigation Strategies to Address
Potential Impacts Resulting from the Construction of the Marriott Residence Inn at 6300
Hollister Avenue, Goleta, California, CRMS SB-58, T. Hannahs and N. Farrell (January 25,
2011). Other studies used in this analysis include the Dudek and Associates (Dudek)
Supplemental Extended Phase 1 Archaeological Investigation, CA-SBA-58, Marriott Residence
Inn, 6300 Hollister Avenue, City of Goleta, California, (July 2008) and MacFarlane Macfarlane
Archaeological Consultant’s Peer Review for Supplemental Extended Phase 1, (October 2008),
Dudek Extended Phase I Archaeological Investigation, Proposed Sidewalk Improvement South
La Patera Lane (April 2012) and MacFarlane Macfarlane Archaeological Consultant’s Peer
Review for Extended Phase I Archaeological Investigation (May 11, 2012) and Dudek Marriott
Residences Project, Cultural Resources Supplemental Impact Assessment Data (November 19,
2012).

2.2.17

Page 4.4-6, Native American Community Consultation

The Chumash Native American community considers CA-SBA-58 to be a large and permanent
prehistoric village site, occupied during the Middle and Late Periods of Chumash prehistory,
which is significant to their heritage and. Further, the Chumash Native American community is
concerned for sites and places that provide or may provide ties to the lifeways of the ancestral
Chumash and their predecessors, including historic village sites such as the project site, at the
edges of the former boundaries of the current Goleta Slough.

2.2.18

Page 4.4-7, Fourth Paragraph

The City informed the local Native American community when additional borings were
performed on the project site on April 26, 2010 and May 28, 2010 (correspondence dated April
23 and May 22, 2010 included in Appendix R1).
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Page 4.4-7, Last Paragraph

The consultation was held at the City of Goleta office on August 12, 2010. The Native American
Contact List provided with the Native American Heritage Commission’s (NAHC NAHC’s) NOP
comment letter was used to notify interested members of the Chumash Native American
community of the above field work and consultation. Frank Arredondo was the only Native
American in attendance at the August 12, 2010, meeting. At the meeting, CRMS archaeologists
presented their draft report, followed by comment and discussion. Staff also explained that there
would be C continued opportunities for participation by interested members of the Native
American community will occur through completion of the environmental process and decision
maker hearings.

2.2.20

Page 4.4-9, Section 4.4.2.2, State

At the state level, the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and its implementing
guidelines (CEQA Guidelines), Public Resources Code (PRC) Sections 5020.1(k), and
5024.1(g), and 21083.2, and Section 4852 of Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations are
the most relevant laws and regulations regarding the protection of cultural resources.
Consideration of the significance of an “important archaeological resource” is guided by State
CEQA Guidelines 15064.5 and 15126.4, and the draft criteria regarding resource eligibility to the
California Register of Historic Resources (CRHR). Generally under CEQA, an historic resource
includes built-environment historic and prehistoric archaeological resources. These are
considered significant if the resource meets the following criteria:

2.2.21

Page 4.4-12, Impact CUL-1. Historic Resources, Second Paragraph

CA-SBA-58 is eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the CRHP
CRHR, and local registers of historic resources, and the site has yielded information which is
important to the understanding of the prehistory of the area. Therefore, to the extent that the site
is considered a significant “historical” resource pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5
(as an archaeological resource), this is discussed under Impact CUL-3, Archaeological
Resources, below.

2.2.22

Page 4.4-16, Parcel 1 South La Patera Road Sidewalk, Second
Paragraph

These improvements are shown on project plans included in Chapter 2, “Project Description,” of
this EIR and are further described in a report from Dudek, Extended Phase 1 Archaeological
Investigation, Proposed Sidewalk Improvement, South La Patera Lane, dated April 2012. This
report was further peer reviewed by Heather MacFarlane Macfarlane in a letter dated May 11,
2012.

2.2.23

Page 4.4-19, Fourth Paragraph

Construction of this slab foundation includes 243 12-inch square pilings. Of these, 143 pilings
caissons are inside the plotted archaeological site boundaries of CA-SBA-58 intact midden
soils. This Although the building and parking lot would cover most of the archaeological site, the
underlying area would be capped and essentially preserved beneath the new development.
Installation of the foundation caissons would directly impact approximately 143 square feet (or
13.28 square meters) of intact midden soils and. Though the direct disturbance to intact soils
would be limited, this is considered a potentially significant impact.
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Page 4.4-20, List Item b

b. Landscaping. Project landscaping would be provided along project frontages, at entry ways,
in parking lots, and in various locations throughout the site. Plant material includes trees,
shrubs, groundcovers, vines, and biofiltration plants in onsite bioswales. This plant material
is intended to be installed within engineered fill soils, as per the preliminary landscape plan.
A final landscape plan, however, is not yet available so final details regarding installation
depths and root zone depths are not yet known. Therefore Pending City staff/DRB
confirmation that the final landscape plan details conform with the EIR assumptions and are
consistent with approved plans regarding maximum planting depths for new landscaping to
avoid intact archaeological site soils, these impacts are considered potentially significant.

2.2.25

Pages 4.4-25 through 4.4-26, Impact CUL-4. Archaeological Resources

Prehistoric archaeological sites are non-renewable resources that have been destroyed at a
high rate statewide and locally. Significant sites in Santa Barbara County have been destroyed
by development. The archaeological resources available for study today represent only a
fraction of the cultural resources in this area described by Rogers in 1929. At that time, Rogers
found that development and relic hunting had already adversely impacted many archaeological
sites in the County. The spatial integrity of resources varies as a result of historic and recent
earthwork. Such earthwork, onsite and in the project area, has involved, but is not limited to,
agricultural activities, placement of fill material from properties to the north, development on
surrounding properties, development of the adjacent Hollister Center building, construction and
maintenance of Hollister Avenue, La Patera Lane and Robin Hill Road, and installation of
various utilities and service mains within and alongside these same roadways. The history of
CA-SBA-58 shows that a number of previous investigations were incomplete and did not result
in obtaining optimum cultural resources information from the site. Agriculture and development
have also impacted the integrity of this archaeological deposit, which is currently such that only
approximately 17% of the original site area is considered intact and previously undisturbed.
Additionally, the only known extensive area of intact midden associated with CA-SBA-58 is
located within the bounds of the current project site. Other prehistoric archaeological sites in the
project area, particularly those near the current Goleta Slough, have similarly been greatly
impacted by past development and agricultural activities and are likely to be impacted by new
development. Previous development activities represent a significant cumulative impact on CASBA-58 archaeological resources. The proposed project design would greatly limit direct
disturbances to this remaining intact CA-SBA-58 area by avoiding direct disturbance to most of
the remaining Locus 1, intact soil areas (approximately 2.5%, as calculated by Dudek). This is a
statistically small contribution to this historical cumulative impact on CA-SBA-58, and on
regional cultural resources (i.e., throughout the Goleta Slough area).
In addition, project-specific cultural resource impacts have been mitigated to less-thansignificant levels, including those potentially resulting from: impacts associated with South La
Patera Lane and Hollister Avenue frontage improvements,; hotel development including
foundations, swimming pool, utilities, landscaping, fill soil chemical incompatibility, possible
disturbance to unknown, isolated, or redeposited cultural resources, and loss of future research
access,; soil exposure erosion during construction; and potential vandalism during construction;,
and revisions to approved plans made during construction such as changing trenching depths
without regard to avoiding archaeological impacts.
Although minimized by the project design, the project’s contribution to this cumulative impact on
cultural resources is considered significant, given the sensitive nature of CA-SBA-58 and the
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substantial destruction that has already occurred to this site and other nearby prehistoric village
sites in the vicinity of the Goleta Slough,
As stated earlier, the Chumash Native American community considers CA-SBA-58 a prehistoric
site significant to their heritage, which may provide ties to the lifeways of the ancestral Chumash
and their predecessors. Past disturbances have resulted in substantial degradation to CA-SBA58 and, although the proposed project would place a protective soil cap over the site,
development on the last remaining undeveloped portion of CA-SBA-58 also contributes to the
cumulative loss of prehistoric sites important to the Chumash Native American community.
Given the sensitive nature of both intact and re-deposited CA-SBA-58 areas to the Chumash
Native American community, the project’s contribution is considered significant.

2.2.26

Pages 4.4-26 through 4.4-30, Mitigation Measure MM CUL-3a. Phase 3
Archaeological Data Recovery Program

MM CUL-3a. Phase 3 Archaeological Data Recovery Program
The permittee will must fund a City-approved archaeologist and Chumash Native American
consultant observer to conduct a pre-project Phase 3 Data Recovery Archaeological Mitigation
Program (Phase 3 Program) directed at those intact portions of CA-SBA-58 that will be
impacted by the project in order to recover, analyze, and document a representative sample of
the deposits, pursuant to City Cultural Resource Guidelines.
Before issuance of any Land Use Permits the City issues any permits for grading or before
recordation of the final parcel map (whichever occurs first), the following is required:
a. The permittee shall must fund preparation of the Phase 3 Program Research Design and
Work Plan Scope (Phase 3 Program), covering all components of the Phase 3 Program. The
Research Design Program shall must be prepared by a City-approved archaeologist and
shall must be reviewed and approved by the City and City-retained archaeologist.
b. The permittee shall must submit a contract for implementation of the Phase 3 Program
between the permittee and a City-approved archaeologist and Chumash Native American
consultant observer (including a detailed scope of work) for review and approval by the City
and City-retained archaeologist. The contract shall must also be executed before issuance
of Land Use Permits the City issues any permits for grading or construction for grading or
before recordation of the final parcel map, whichever occurs first. The Chumash Native
American consultant observer must maintain daily notes and documentation necessary and
provide the observation notes and documentation to the archaeologist for inclusion in the
Phase 3 Program Report.
c. The permittee shall must submit a bond and related documents covering all costs of the
Phase 3 work components (and shall must include a contingency to cover unanticipated
finds and associated analysis) for review and approval by the City. The permittee shall must
ensure execution of the approved bond before Land Use Permits the City issues any
permits for grading are issued.
d. Following completion of all necessary Phase 3 Program field work, the permittee shall must
submit a preliminary Phase 3 Program report, prepared by the archaeologist, summarizing
the initial conclusions of all required field work. The preliminary Phase 3 Program report
shall must be reviewed and approved by the City and City-retained archaeologist before the
City issues any permits for grading to ensure that no additional fieldwork is recommended
before project grading is initiated, based on this review of the preliminary report.
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Upon completion of all Phase 3 tasks, a Phase 3 Program Report documenting all aspects of
the Phase 3 Program shall must be reviewed and approved by the City and City-retained
archaeologist. The Final Phase 3 Program Report shall must be approved before issuance of
any Certificate of Occupancy. Pursuant to City Cultural Resource Guidelines, the final report,
archaeological collections, field notes, and other standard documentation will must be
permanently curated at the UCSB Repository for Archaeological Collections.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Except where specific circumstances require a smaller
excavation, the minimum size for an archaeological excavation will must be 1- by 1-meter units.
These units will must be expanded as needed to expose and record features or to clarify the
stratigraphy. The Research Design will must address:
Site Function: Based on the artifact assemblage thus far recovered, the archaeological site
appears to be a large habitation site with possibly multiple occupations over time. The most
common artifacts are various species of shell fish processed at this location but bone, chipped
and ground stone artifacts, beads and mortuary items have all been recovered from this site.
Consequently, CA –SBA-58 has the potential to address a variety of research questions.
Cultural Chronology: Temporal placement of archaeological sites and components is integral to
the comparative analysis of assemblages to measure culture change. Archaeological measures
of chronology such as projectile point typologies, obsidian hydration and sourcing studies,
and/or dating of organic carbons will must be used to identify the age of occupation at CA-SBA58.
a. Questions to be addressed:
i.

What is the period(s) of occupation at site CA-SBA-58?

ii. Is this a temporally multi-component site?
iii. Is there any evidence to confirm or dismiss Rogers’ contention that this site was
occupied during the historic period?
b. Data requirements:
i.

Temporally diagnostic artifacts (shell beads and projectile points).

ii. Obsidian tools or flakes large enough to provide material for hydration studies.
iii. Materials within a well-defined context that are suitable for obtaining radiocarbon dates.
Settlement Organization: An important research domain is the understanding of how the
immediate vicinity was used within a broader settlement system in terms of economic
organization and degree and type of mobility.
a. Questions to be addressed:
i.

Did these subsistence strategies change over time, and if so, how?

ii. How does this site fit into the local environment?
iii. Can we identify the likely location where local resources, lithic, caloric, and others, were
obtained?
iv. How does this site fit into the overall picture of the region?
b. Data requirements:
i.

Faunal and floral remains that can be analyzed with respect to season.
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ii. Faunal and floral remains that can be analyzed with respect to location.
iii. Artifact assemblage that can be correlated with specific activities.
Subsistence: Data pertaining to changes in subsistence patterns through time can be related to
several important regional research questions that are appropriate for the construction of
regional research designs. Direct evidence of subsistence activities (faunal and floral materials
and residues), in conjunction with indirect evidence such as tools, provide the basis for analysis
of diet (e.g., relative importance of vegetal vs. faunal products), processing activities,
procurement technologies, and season(s) of occupation. These data lend themselves to the
interpretation, in part, of site function and economic organization. Identification of subsistence
activities can be used to assess established models of economic organization for this and
surrounding regions.
a. Questions to be addressed:
i.

What was the dietary strategy employed at CA-SBA-58?

ii. How did it change over time, both seasonally and longer term?
iii. Can these changes be correlated with either population or environmental pressures?
b. Data requirements:
i.

Faunal and/or floral remains that can be identified and quantified by environmental and
seasonal availability.

ii. Food procurement and processing tools.
Cultural Affiliation: Genetic data can be related to several important research questions. This
information would provide direct evidence of the extent and nature of contacts and marriage
between various groups. This data could provide greater insight into the level of integration and
intermarriage between various groups within the Chumash as well as groups outside the
Chumash cultural dominion. Questions about sex identification demographics, paleo-pathology,
kinship relationships, and social organization could be potentially addressed by collecting
human DNA from CA-SBA-58, if permission is granted by the MLD.
a. Questions to be addressed:
i.

What was the extent of marriage among the Chumash?

ii. What was the extent of marriage to cultural groups outside of the Chumash cultural
grouping?
iii. Can changes in marriage practices be correlated with either population or environmental
pressures?
b. Data requirements:
i.

Human remains from either intact or redeposited soils from CA-SBA-58. These materials
should may be collected after consultation with the appropriate representatives of the
Chumash Native American community.

Excavation Methodology: In order to better define the areas of intact cultural deposits, the
archaeologist will must employ grading equipment to remove the fill and redeposited midden soil
in those areas that will be excavated to a depth of 18 inches (46 centimeters) to the east and
south of the currently defined archaeological site boundaries (CRMS 2011: Figure 7). This
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grading will must be done in appropriate increments so that when a concentration of artifacts
intact midden is encountered grading can be halted. This grading will must not go deeper than
the depths that will result from construction, exclusive of the maximum depth of the pilings. If
significant areas of intact midden are discovered during this activity, the data recovery portion of
the archaeological mitigation will must be expanded to incorporate these areas of intact cultural
deposits.
a. A series of ten 10.8-square-foot (1-square-meter) units will must be initially located so as to
best establish the horizontal and vertical variation and density of cultural materials within the
intact CA-SBA-58 midden. Excavation units within the intact midden will must be excavated
by hand, in 8-inch (20-centimeter) levels. Excavated soil will must be water-screened in the
field through 1/8-inch wire mesh. Within this collected material, however, 25% of the
excavated soil will must be screened through 1/16-inch mesh to allow for more specific
analyses of food remains and to recover very small artifacts, as discussed below. Column
samples will must be taken from no less than five of the most productive units.
b. An additional ten excavation units will must be excavated, with at least two units placed
within the pool area and one unit within the southern excavation pit on the eastern sewer
line, if intact cultural deposits are encountered. The remaining seven units will must be
placed beneath the footprint of the building to mitigate the loss of access to CA-SBA-58 as
well as provide baseline data needed to assess the efficacy of the archaeological site
preservation strategy. Any other units needed to more fully expose any features or other
significant sources of data encountered during the course of this Phase 3 data recovery will
must be in addition to, not at the expense of, these 20 excavation units.
c. A Chumash Native American consultant representative will must be retained as an observer
during all Phase 3 field excavations. The observer will satisfy the requirement as a most
likely descendant of any human remains identified within CA-SBA-58, as required by the
City of Goleta Cultural Resource Guidelines Native American Heritage Commission.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The permittee shall must submit the Phase 3 Program
Research Design prepared pursuant to City Cultural Resources Guidelines and consistent with
RFEIR Mitigation Measure CUL-3a. The research design must address site function, cultural
chronology, settlement organization, subsistence, cultural affiliation, and excavation
methodology as specified in Mitigation Measure CUL-3a before the City issues any permits for
grading. The permittee must further submit a copy of a contract between the permittee and a
City-approved archaeologist and Chumash Native American consultant observer for
implementation of all components of the Phase 3 Program, and a bond to the City for
completion of all Phase 3 Program components and requirements approved by City and
City-retained archaeologist before a Land Use Permit the City issues any permits for grading is
issued. The bond may be returned upon City determination of completion of all contract
requirements. All field work associated with the Phase 3 Program and a Preliminary Report,
summarizing the findings of the field work, shall must be completed before issuance of Land
Use Permits the City issues any permits for Ggrading or before recordation of the Final Parcel
Map, whichever occurs first. The subsequent Final Phase 3 Report shall must be reviewed and
approved by the City and City-retained archaeologist (funded by the permittee) and all curation
requirements met before issuance of the City issues any Certificates of Occupancy. In no case
All curation requirements shall will the bond be released before completion be met within 60
days following City approval of curation and all other the final Phase 3 components Report.
Monitoring: City staff and the City-retained archaeologist shall must approve the Phase 3
Program contract before issuance of a Land Use Permit the City issues any permits for grading
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or Final Parcel Map recordation (whichever occurs first) and shall must periodically inspect the
site to verify completion of the Phase 3 field work, including presence of the City-approved
archaeologist and Chumash Native American consultant observer. The City-retained
archaeologist shall must review and approve the Phase 3 component submittals. The permittee
shall must provide the City with a letter from the UCSB Repository for Archaeological
Collections indicating that all required materials have been accepted for curation before release
of the bond.

2.2.27

Pages 4.4-30 through 4.4-31, MM CUL-3b. Construction Monitoring

MM CUL-3b. Construction Monitoring
All site preparation, ground disturbing, grading, and/or construction activities (onsite and
Hollister Avenue and South La Patera Lane improvements) will must be monitored by a Cityapproved archaeologist and Chumash Native American consultant observer. These monitor(s)
will must have the following authorities:
a. The monitors/observers will must be on site on a full-time basis during any site preparation,
ground disturbing, and/or grading activities (whether within or outside of the assumed intact
soil areas). The monitors/observers will must remain on site until it is determined through
consultation with the applicant, City staff, archaeological consultant, and Native American
Chumash consultants representative that full-time monitoring is no longer warranted. At
such time, an alternate monitoring schedule will must be identified and agreed upon.
b. Project grading, drainage, landscape plans and other plans have been designed to minimize
the potential for impacts to cultural resources. No changes to project plans involving earth
disturbance (e.g., depth of utility trenches, pilings, earthwork for parking lot, etc.) which
could otherwise impact cultural resources shall must be approved prior to before review and
input by the City approved retained archaeologist and City approval.
c. The monitors/observers will must have the authority to halt any activities impacting known or
previously unidentified cultural resources and to conduct an initial assessment of the
resources.
d. In the event potential human remains (including a single bone fragment of unknown origin)
are uncovered at any time, mitigation requirements established under Mitigation Measure
CUL-3e 4.4-5 below, procedures identified in Public Resources Code 5097.98, Health &
Safety Code § 7050.5, and Government Code § 27491 must will be carried out.
e. If an artifact is identified as an isolated find, the artifact(s) will must be recovered with the
appropriate location data and the item will must be included in the overall inventory for the
site.
f.

If a feature or concentration of artifacts is identified, the monitors will must halt activities in
the vicinity of the find, notify the applicant and the City, and prepare a proposal for the
treatment of the find(s). This treatment may range from additional study to avoidance if
feasible, depending on the nature of the find(s).

g. The monitors City qualified archaeologist(s) will must prepare a comprehensive
archaeological technical report documenting the results of the monitoring program and
including an inventory of recovered artifacts, features, etc.
h. The monitors City qualified archaeologist(s) will must prepare the artifact assemblage for
curation with an appropriate curation with the UCSB Repository for Archaeological
Collections.
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The monitors City qualified archaeologist(s) will must file an updated archaeological site
survey record with the UCSB Central Coast Information Center.

Plan Requirements and Timing: The permittee will must prepare a Construction Monitoring
Plan for review and approval by the City’s archaeologist and the City. Plan specifications for the
monitoring will must be printed on all plans submitted for any site preparation, ground disturbing,
grading, and/or construction activities. The permittee will must enter into a contract with a Cityapproved archaeologist and Chumash Native American consultant observer and will must fund
the required monitoring. The permittee will must provide the Construction Monitoring Plan and
contract for review and approval by the City prior to Land Use Permit issuance. The permittee
will must provide evidence of a signed, funded, and effectuated contract acceptable to the City
for the archaeologist(s) and Chumash consultant observer(s) to cover all required
archaeological monitoring responsibilities prior to before issuance of a Land Use Permit the City
issues any permits for any site preparation, ground disturbing, grading, and/or construction
activities.
Monitoring: The City must review and approve the contract before the City issues any permits
for grading or construction and will must conduct periodic site inspections to verify compliance
during any site preparation, ground disturbing, grading, and/or construction activities.

2.2.28

Pages 4.4-31 through 4.4-32, MM CUL-3c. Pre-Construction Workshop

MM CUL-3c. Pre-construction Workshop
A pre-construction workshop, funded by the permittee, will must be conducted by a Cityapproved archaeologist and Chumash Native American consultant observer.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Attendees will must include the permittee, archaeologist,
Chumash Native American observer, construction supervisors, and heavy equipment operators
to ensure that all parties understand the Construction Monitoring Plan and their respective roles
and responsibilities. All construction and/or landscaping personnel who would work on the site
during any phase of ground disturbance within the documented boundary of CA-SBA-58 will
must be required to attend. The names of all personnel who attend the workshop will must be
recorded and will must be issued hardhat stickers identifying that they have received workshop
training. All individuals included on the NAHC Native American contact list for the area must
also be invited to attend the pre-construction workshop for informational purposes. This
workshop will must be videotaped and shown to any new personnel who may be added during
ground disturbing activities. Names of newly trained personnel will must be recorded, and they
will must be issued the identifying hardhat stickers.
The workshop will must include the following:
a. Review of the types of archaeological resources that may be uncovered.
b. The provision of examples of common archaeological artifacts and other cultural materials to
examine.
c. An explanation of why monitoring is required and identify monitoring procedures.
d. A description of what would temporarily stop construction and for how long. For example,
per CUL-3b, no changes are permitted to project plans that could impact cultural resources
without prior review by the City approved archaeologist and prior City approval.
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e. A description of a reasonable “worst case” new discovery scenario such as the discovery of
intact human remains or a substantial midden deposit.
f.

An explanation of reporting requirements and responsibilities of the construction supervisor.

g. A discussion of prohibited activities, including unauthorized collecting of artifacts.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The permittee will must provide workshop specifications,
date/time, and list of attendees to the City prior to before Land Use Permit issuance the City
issues any permits for grading. The workshop will must be held prior to before the start of any
site disturbance.
Monitoring: City staff will must attend the workshop and will must periodically site inspect for
compliance during any site preparation, ground disturbing, grading, and/or construction
activities.

2.2.29

Page 4.4-32, MM CUL-3d, Fill Soil Requirements

MM CUL-3d. Fill Soils Requirements
All fill soils used within the project site will be chemically compatible with the existing native soils
in the area of CA-SBA-58 within the project site. Soil samples of existing native soils and
proposed fill soils and associated lab testing results will demonstrate compatibility.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Prior to bringing fill to the site, lab results for the specific fill
soils to be used on site will be provided to City staff and the City-approved archaeologist.
Monitoring: City staff must ensure receipt of lab tests demonstrating chemically compatible
soils for use as fill on site before the City issues any permits for grading.

2.2.30

Pages 4.4-32 through 4.4-33, MM CUL-3e. Discovery of Human Remains

MM CUL-3e. Discovery of Human Remains
Procedures will must be prepared and will be followed in the event human remains are
discovered.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Prior to any site preparation, ground disturbing, grading,
and/or construction activities, the permittee and construction crew will meet on site The
following actions must be taken immediately upon the discovery of human remains, consistent
with the local Chumash representative(s), identified as the Most Likely Descendant (MLD) by
the State Native American Heritage Commission. The MLD, permittee, the Lead Agency, and
City-approved archaeologist will discuss procedures Public Resources Code § 5097.98, Health
& Safety Code § 7050.5, and Government Code § 27491:





Stop work in the affected area.
Notify the coroner.
Fence off the area.
Leave all items in the area as is.

In some situations (as determined appropriate by the City, the site archaeologist, and Native
American Chumash consultant observer), work may be allowed to continue in another part of
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the parcel. City staff must also be notified of the discovery of human remains. Public Resources
Code § 5097.98, Health & Safety Code § 7050.5, and Government Code § 27491 also address
specific timing and other criteria with regard to MLD recommendations for the disposition of
human remains. If the remains are Native American, the Coroner must notify the Native
American Heritage Commission (NAHC). The NAHC must notify the Most Likely Descendant
(MLD) who must make recommendations regarding the treatment or disposition of the human
remains and any related materials. The permittee must develop, in consultation with the MLD, a
Human Remains Disposition Plan for the re-interment of any human remains recovered during
Phase 3 Data Recovery or construction activities. These procedures will include those identified
by California Public Resources Code 5097.98, State CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5, and
the City’s Cultural Resource Guidelines. The coroner will be contacted if human remains are
discovered. Satisfactory disposition of the remains will be agreed upon by all parties so as to
limit future disturbance. Procedures will be reviewed and approved by the City prior to Land Use
Permit issuance.
Monitoring: City staff will must periodically site inspect monitoring activities and will must
respond according to procedures in the event human remains are discovered.

2.2.31

Page 4.4-33, MM CUL-3f. Improvements and Construction Limitations

MM CUL-3f.

Improvements and Construction Limitations

Final plans for Parcel 1/Parcel 2 Hollister Avenue frontage improvements and Hollister Avenue
median improvements will must include the list of improvements and construction limitations
described in Dudek’s September 14, 2010, Marriott Residences Inn, Archaeological Resource
Impacts, Hollister Avenue Improvements, included in Appendix D of the Marriott Residence Inn
and Hollister Center Project RFEIR Part 1 EIR (11-EIR-00412-EIR-001). These limitations are
designed to avoid disturbance to intact soils. With regard to installation of improvements for a
sidewalk for South La Patera Lane, earth disturbance shall must be limited to 18 inches below
existing grade.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The final plans for Parcel 1/Parcel 2 Hollister Avenue and La
Patera Lane frontage improvements and Hollister Avenue median improvements, which identify
no disturbance below fill soils, will must demonstrate the required compliance and will must be
reviewed and approved by City of Goleta and City of Santa Barbara staff and a City-approved
archaeologist prior to before Land Use Permit issuance the City issues any permits for grading
or construction and initiation of related earthwork. Archaeological monitoring is required for
installation activities.
Monitoring: City staff will must site inspect to ensure construction of Parcel 1/Parcel 2 Hollister
Avenue frontage improvements and Hollister Avenue median improvements according to plan.

2.2.32

Pages 4.4-33, MM CUL-3g. Landscape Plan Requirements

MM CUL-3g. Landscape Plan Requirements
The final landscape plan will include plant material placed within engineered fill soils4.

4

Applies to new landscaping.
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Plan Requirements and Timing: The final landscape plan will must include details regarding
installation depth of plant material and root zone depth of mature vegetation for new plantings
on Parcels 1 and 2 and will must demonstrate that landscape disturbance will be confined to the
depth of engineered fill soils. For the Hollister Center additional tree plantings, the requirement
is that trees must not be planted in intact soil areas. The final landscape plan will must be
reviewed and approved by City staff and a City-approved archaeologist prior to before Land Use
Permit issuance the City issues any permits for grading or construction. Archaeological
monitoring is required for installation activities.
Monitoring: City staff will must site inspect to ensure installation of landscaping according to
plan.

2.2.33

Pages 4.4-33 through 4.4-34, MM CUL-3h. Swimming Pool

The hotel swimming pool must be redesigned to substantially avoid impacts to CA-SBA-58
intact soils, by limiting intrusion into intact soils to those pilings necessary to support the
swimming pool. Subject to final review and approval by City of Goleta and Environmental Health
Services, the Alternative Swimming Pool Design plan identified in the Marriott Cultural
Resources Supplemental Data report (D. Stone, Dudek Associates, November 2012)5 would be
an acceptable redesign shall be redesigned (which may involve relocation) to avoid disturbance
to intact soils. This may involve placing the swimming pool within engineered fill soils or
otherwise above the level of intact soils.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Project plans shall be revised as necessary to ensure
installation of the swimming pool will not result in intrusion into intact soils onsite. Project plans
which include the swimming pool shall be submitted to Planning and Environmental Services for
review and approval in consultation with a City retained archaeologist, prior to submitting project
plans for Preliminary DRB review and therefore also prior to approval of a Land Use Permit for
grading. Final swimming pool plans must be submitted to Environmental Health Services,
Planning and Environmental Review, and Building (the latter to ensure final foundation design
meets code requirements), for review and approval in consultation with a City-retained
archaeologist. This review must be completed before submitting project plans for Preliminary
DRB review and before the City issues any permits for grading or construction. Archaeological
monitoring is required for installation activities.
Monitoring: City staff will must site inspect to ensure installation according to plan.

2.2.34

Page 4.4-34, MM CUL-3i. Pre-Construction Hand-Excavate Pilings

Subsequent to conclusion of the Phase 3 Program excavations, the permittee, at its sole
expense, shall must retain a City-qualified archaeologist and Chumash Native American
consultant observer to hand-excavate all piling locations not evaluated as part of the Phase 3
Program data recovery. The remaining piling locations shall may be excavated until the depth of
CA-SBA-58 site deposits is exceeded., aAs determined by the project archaeologist and
Chumash consultant observer, reduced excavation depths may also be acceptable.
5

The basic location, size, level of disturbance to intact soils, and appearance of the swimming pool are
identified in the report. However, the final plan is subject to additional City review and approval before the
City issues any permits for grading to ensure final plan specifications comply with code requirements and
minimize intrusion into intact soil areas.
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Furthermore, excavations within the piling locations must not exceed the area of proposed
disturbance. The soils shall must be dry-screened in the field to identify any unknown, but
potentially isolated, prehistoric human remains. The City-qualified archaeologist and Chumash
Native American consultant observer shall must have the authority to temporarily halt
excavation if any potentially significant discovery is identified, to allow for adequate Phase 3
data recovery recordation, evaluation, and mitigation.
Plan Requirements and Timing: A Pre-Construction Controlled Piling Excavations Work Plan
shall must be submitted as a component of the Phase 3 Program, including identification of the
City-qualified archaeologist and Chumash Native American consultant observer. It shall must be
submitted to the City for review and approval before issuance of any Land Use Permit permits
for grading or construction for the project.
Monitoring: City staff shall must periodically perform site inspections to verify compliance with
the approved Pre-Construction Controlled Piling Excavations Work Plan.

2.2.35

Page 4.4-34, Section 4.4.6.1, Project Specific

Mitigation Measure CUL-3a, which requires implementation of a Phase 3 Program, would
provide for reasonable investigation and analysis of the remaining undeveloped portion of CASBA-58. This investigation would provide information about the larger archaeological site and
area, in the event that the site remains inaccessible or substantially less accessible for future
research or that upon future removal of the project development, site resources are
unexpectedly compromised with regard to research value. The Phase 3 work is required to be
prepared prior to reducing the site’s accessibility due to project related earth disturbance and
over-covering of the site.
Mitigation Measures CUL-3b through CUL-3d require specific monitoring personnel, input
regarding earth work activities and requirements, implementation of a pre-construction meeting
with site workers to explain responsibilities and development limitations relating to cultural
resource measures, soil testing to ensure proper pH of fill soils that could impact underlying
resources, and procedures to follow in the event that human remains are encountered.
Mitigation Measures CUL-3e and CUL-3f identify specific criteria for frontage improvements and
landscape installations to avoid impacts to cultural resources.
Mitigation Measure CUL-3h requires redesign of the swimming pool to avoid disturbance of
intact soils by placing the swimming pool within engineered fill soil or otherwise above the levels
of intact soils, with any impacts to intact soils being limited to the pilings necessary to support
the pool. Subject to final review, the Alternative Swimming Pool submitted in November 2012
would limit intrusion into intact soils to pilings necessary to support the swimming pool.

2.2.36

Page 4.4-35, Section 4.4.6.2, Cumulative

With regard to cumulative impacts, the project site is associated with the last remaining
undeveloped portion of larger CA-SBA-58. Given the extent to which cultural resources
associated with CA-SBA-58 have been lost destroyed and/or impacted disturbed by past
agricultural and development activities, nearly any proposed project on the project site would
result in covering much of the remaining archaeological site with fill soil to address drainage
requirements, structural development and more paved areas. This Such a future project would
similarly result in either mid-term to long-term loss of access to the site for archaeological
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research purposes. In addition, of the many prehistoric villages that once ringed the general
area of the current Goleta Slough, few sites remain accessible, undeveloped, and/or include
intact soils valuable for future research activities that can provide important information about
the prehistory of the area. The proposed project site is one of the few remaining sites near the
slough and the last remaining portion of CA-SBA-58 with the potential to yield important
information about the prehistory of the area from future research. The proposed project would
contribute design is expected to result in direct disturbances to only a small percentage
(according to Dudek, approximately 2.5% without accounting for swimming pool redesign) of the
remaining intact soils within CA-SBA-58, and the identified archaeological data recovery
program per mitigation measure MM CUL-3a must also provide a reasonable and
representative sample of site materials to address important research questions. However,
given the sensitive nature of CA-SBA-58, the project’s contribution to this cumulative impact,
although substantially minimized by project design, is consideredably to this significant
cumulative impact to cultural resources.
Therefore, the project’s contribution to cumulative cultural resources impacts is significant and
unavoidable (Class I).

2.2.37

Page 4.5-8, Mitigation Measure MM GEO-2a. Ensure Geotechnical and
Soils Engineering Recommendations Meet Uniform Building Code and
California Building Code Standards

MM GEO-2a. Ensure Geotechnical and Soils Engineering Recommendations Meet
Uniform Building Code and California Building Code Standards
The permittee will must ensure that all geotechnical and soils engineering recommendations
(Hushmand Associates Inc., Geotechnical Investigation for the Residence Inn by Marriott,
Goleta, Santa Barbara County, California [Appendix F] and Pacific Materials Laboratory
Preliminary Foundation Investigation for the Proposed Residence Inn by Marriott, 6300 Hollister,
City of Goleta, California [Appendix G of the Revised Final EIR, Part 1]) both as revised by
Hushmand Associates Inc. Addendum I (Appendix E of the Revised Final EIR, Part 1) meet
Uniform Building Code and California Building Code standards and are incorporated into final
project engineering, grading, and construction plans. All grading activities will must be
supervised by a Registered Civil Engineer or Certified Engineering Geologist.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The permittee will must ensure that final project engineering,
grading, and construction plans incorporate the required geotechnical and soils engineering
recommendations, including the revised recommendations included in the HAI Addendum
(Appendix E of the Revised Final EIR Part 1). Plans will must be submitted to City staff for
review and approval prior to before issuance of any Land Use Permit the City issues any
permits for grading or construction.
Monitoring: City staff will must review plans for consistency with the above requirements and
must inspect the site to ensure supervision by a Registered Civil Engineer or Certified
Engineering Geologist and will must verify compliance with final plans during grading and
construction.
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Page 4.7-9, Mitigation Measure MM HAZ-2a. Comply with Site
Assessment Requirements

MM HAZ-2a. Comply with Site Assessment Requirements
Prior to Before commencement of ground disturbance activities, the applicant will must comply
with the following Site Assessment requirements:
a. Devise and submit a Soils Management Plan to Fire Protection Environmental Health
Services and/or Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) for review and approval to
address the potential for contamination to be encountered during construction. This
document is to be submitted to Fire Protection Division, Environmental Health Services
and/or RWQCB, the City of Goleta, and also kept on site for reference by the excavation
contractor.
b. Develop and submit a Dewatering Plan if any groundwater is removed during construction,
including any required permits to discharge into the City’s sewer or stormdrain system. The
plan, including and confirmation of necessary permits (including any necessary permits), will
must be submitted to Fire Protection Services/Environmental Health Services, and/or
RWQCB, and City of Goleta staff for review and approval.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The applicant will must submit the Soils Management Plan
and Dewatering Plan to the Fire Protection Division Environmental Health Services, Goleta
Sanitary District, and/or RWQCB prior to before City of Goleta land use permit issuance issues
any permits for grading for the project. The applicant must obtain all necessary permits from
Goleta Sanitary District and/or RWQCB associated with dewatering before the City issues any
permits for grading. The applicant will must notify the Fire Prevention Division Environmental
Health Services and/or RWQCB in the event contaminated soil is encountered during
construction. If additional impacts are found during construction activities, additional excavation
and sampling may be required dependent upon the contaminants of concern, concentrations,
and other factors. If additional impacts are found during construction activities, the Fire
Protection Division Environmental Health Services and/or RWQCB may require submittal of a
final report showing compliance with possible directives prior to before the City issues
certificates of occupancy clearance. The Fire Protection Division Environmental Health Services
and/or RWQCB will then issue a site closure letter if all concerns are properly and adequately
addressed.
Monitoring: The City of Goleta will must confirm Fire Protection Division Environmental Health
Services, Goleta Sanitary District, and/or RWQCB approval of the Soils Management Plan and
Dewatering Plan, including confirmation that necessary permits have been obtained for any
dewatering, prior to before issuance of land use permits the City issues any permits for grading
for the project. The Fire Protection Division Environmental Health Services and/or RWQCB will
issue a site closure letter if all concerns are properly and adequately addressed.

2.2.39

Page 4.7-9, Mitigation Measure MM HAZ-3a. Submit Confirmation of FAA
Review

MM HAZ-3a. Submit Confirmation of FAA Review
The applicant will must submit to City of Goleta confirmation of FAA review (in response to
applicant submittal of Forms 7460-1 and 7460-2 to the FAA) and will must submit project plans
for review and approval that incorporate required FAA modifications (if required) to the project.
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If FAA requires modifications that reduce the height of approved structures or the type of
landscaping, the project shall must return to DRB for review and approval of revised plans.
However, changes to the height of the building, in response to FAA required modifications, will
must not result in an increase in the building footprint nor will must such modifications result in
changes to the building that result in an increase in the loss of mountain views from eastbound
Hollister Avenue.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The applicant will must submit FAA response and revisions to
project plans, as applicable, that result from incorporation of FAA requested modifications to
project plans prior to Preliminary DRB review and prior to issuance of land use before the City
issues any permits for grading or construction.
Monitoring: City of Goleta staff will must confirm applicant submittal of Forms 7460-1 and
7460-2 and incorporation of FAA-requested modifications, and will must ensure any
modifications can be found consistent with the project approval.

2.2.40

Page 4.7-10, Mitigation Measure MM HAZ-3b. Record a Real Estate
Disclosure Notice

MM HAZ-3b. Record a Real Estate Disclosure Notice
The applicant will record a Real Estate Disclosure notice informing potential owners, lessees, or
operators that the subject property is within the Santa Barbara Municipal Airport’s Airport
Influence Area and is subject to noise and other potential hazards from low-altitude aircraft
overflights.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Applicant will record the disclosure notice prior to approval of
the final parcel map or before approval of any permits for grading or construction, whichever
occurs first.
Monitoring: City staff will confirm recording of the disclosure notice prior to approval of the final
parcel map.

2.2.41

Page 4.8-3, Section 4.8.2.2, State, preceding Discharge Permits

Central Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board
The CCRWQCB regulates water quality in the City of Goleta. The CCRWQCB adopted
Resolution No. R3-2013-0032 (July 12, 2013), which implements post-construction
requirements for management of stormwater discharges from development projects within the
Central Coast region. Specifically, projects must comply with four categories of performance
requirements: 1) site design and runoff reduction, 2) water quality treatment, 3) runoff retention,
and 4) peak flow management.

2.2.42

Page 4.8-10, Section 4.8.3.2, Project Impacts, Impact HYD-3, Drainage/
Flooding

The July 21, 2010, update memo describes drainage patterns and drainage areas for the site as
“relatively the same as they were before, so peak flows for the site will remain close to what
they were before.” Although the building footprint and parking square footage for the project
have been slightly reduced since preparation of the 2008 Drainage report, the total amount of
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impervious surfaces would still result in an overall increase in impervious surfaces on site.
However, as projected in the 2008 report, the post-project peak runoff is projected to be less
than pre-project (existing) peak runoff from the site, primarily due to installation of the detention
basin.
In April 2014, Penfield & Smith provided undated information for the Drainage Report to address
issues related to the new CCRWQCB regulations related to retention of stormwater runoff onsite (Resolution No. R3-2013-0032) (Appendix Y of this document). The grading and drainage
plan for the project was updated by changing the previously proposed bio-swales on the
western and southern side of the site into bioretention areas. The original design from 2008
allowed the stormwater from the impervious parking lots to drain into a long, continuous bioswale for cleaning purposes. The updated approach would allow for the same impervious
parking lots to drain to bioretention areas. Bioretention areas better meet the specific
CCRWQCB requirements. The design of a bioretention area allows stormwater to pond and
infiltrate through an engineered soil. Soil conditions on this project site do not allow for
infiltration, so an underdrain would be placed at the bottom of the engineered soil. The location
of the bioretention areas would be within the proposed fill, and would not involve excavation into
the existing soils. Excavations for the updated design would not be deeper or in different
locations than originally anticipated and additional fill quantities and finished floor elevations
would not change as a result of changing the bioswale function to bioretention.
The proposed project has been deemed by the CCRWQCB to be within an Historic Lake
Special Circumstance Area. Incorporating the updates to the Drainage Report into the project
clarifies the project’s ability to meet the requirements of Resolution No R3-2013-0032 and the
Historic Lake Special Circumstance Area.

2.2.43

Page 4.12-1, Section 4.12, Transportation and Traffic

This transportation and traffic section is based on the AllianceJB May 2014 updated October 5,
2011, traffic study (October 5, 2011, Conclusions Revised May 2, 2014 for Clarity) which is
provided to supplement. The May 2, 2014 report along with the exhibits, worksheets, and
information regarding the cumulative traffic model run are included in this document as
Appendix P, which replaces Appendix P in RFEIR Part 1. The traffic analysis follows the City of
Goleta’s traffic study criteria and has been peer reviewed and accepted by the City’s
Community Services Public Works Department.

2.2.44

Page 4.12-9, Comparison of Old County Data to New Count Data

Comparison of Old County Data to New Count Data

2.2.45

Page 4.12-9, Following Table 4.12-2 Count Data Comparisons

In a letter from Associated Transportation Engineers (ATE) dated April 22, 2014 (included as
Appendix Z of the Revised Final EIR), traffic count data from 2013 is compared to the older
traffic count data used in the RFEIR Part 1, Section 4.12, Tables 4.12-1 and 4.12-3. The data in
Tables ATE-1 and ATE-2 of the ATE letter (included below) confirm that the traffic volumes
used in the Marriott project traffic study are conservative, as the newer 2013 volumes on both
the Storke Road and Los Carneros corridors are lower than the volumes used in the project
traffic study.
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TABLE ATE-1
ROADWAY VOLUME COMPARISON
Roadway Segment

Marriott Study

2013 City Counts

Los Carneros Rd between Mesa Rd and Hollister Ave

20,237 ADT

15,337 ADT

Los Carneros Rd between Calle Koral and Hwy 101 SB Ramps

24,458 ADT

22,031 ADT

TABLE ATE-2
PM PEAK HOUR TRAFFIC VOLUME AND LEVEL OF SERVICE COMPARISON
Marriott RDEIR

2013 City Counts

Entering
Volume

Existing
LOS

Entering
Volume

Existing
LOS

Storke Rd/Hollister Ave

4,505

0.739/LOS S

4,400

0.711/LOS C

Los Carneros Rd/Hwy 101 NB Ramps

1,758

0.532/LOS A

1,640

0.524/LOS A

Los Carneros Rd/Hwy 101 SB Ramps

2,660

0.775/LOS C

2,346

0.662/LOS B

Los Carneros Rd/Calle Koral

2,543

0.706/LOS C

2,223

0.624/LOS B

Los Carneros Rd/Hollister Ave

2,956

0.673/LOS B

2,618

0.595/LOS A

Fairview Ave/Hollister Ave

3,533

0.678/LOS B

3,116

0.611/LOS B

Fairview Ave/Hwy 101 NB Ramps

2,964

0.777/LOS S

2,070

0.620/LOS B

Intersection

With regard to cumulative traffic volumes, the traffic model used for the Marriott traffic study was
run on January 5, 2010. The traffic model was based, in part, on the City of Goleta’s December
2009 cumulative projects list. (The ATE letter incorrectly identifies a 2011 traffic model run;
however, the letter uses the correct Marriott traffic study traffic volumes in Tables ATE-3 and
ATE-4, included below.) The data in Tables ATE-3 and ATE-4 of the ATE letter show that
cumulative traffic volumes are similar to the most current 2014 cumulative traffic forecast
volumes and would not result in changes to the conclusions of the traffic study.
TABLE ATE-3
CUMULATIVE ROADWAY VOLUME COMPARISON
Roadway Segment

Marriott Study

2014 Model Run

Los Carneros Rd between Mesa Rd and Hollister Ave

22,411 ADT

22,900 ADT

Los Carneros Rd between Calle Koral and Hwy 101 SB Ramps

34,456 ADT

32,200 ADT

TABLE ATE-4
PM PEAK HOUR TRAFFIC VOLUME AND CUMULATIVE LEVEL OF SERVICE
COMPARISON
Marriott Study

2014 Model Run

Cumulative LOS

Cumulative LOS

ProjectAdded V/C

Impact
(Yes/No)

Los Carneros Rd/Hwy 101 NB Ramps

0.651/LOS B

0.676/LOS B

0.003

No

Los Carneros Rd/Hwy 101 SB Ramps

0.813/LOS D

0.878/LOS D

0.000

No

Los Carneros Rd/Calle Koral

0.883/LOS D

0.888/LOS D

0.003

No

Los Carneros Rd/Hollister Ave

0.810/LOS D

0.726/LOS C

0.002

No

Intersection
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Page 4.12-11, Impact TRA-3. Public Transit/Alternatives Modes of
Transportation

The existing MTD bus stop on the project’s frontage at the northwest corner of Hollister Avenue
and La Patera Lane would be enlarged and improved to a bus pocket, as shown on the project
plans. This public transit upgrade is also required to facilitate use of alternative transportation,
accommodating both existing demand and additional demand generated by the project. The bus
pocket would allow continued traffic flow on Hollister Avenue while bus passengers are being
loaded and unloaded at this stop. If the pocket is not located to adequately allow for safe
vehicular and pedestrian use of the nearby intersection, then safety issues could result.
Therefore, until final design elements are determined to be acceptable, potential project impacts
associated with public transit are considered to be potentially significant.

2.2.47

Page 4.12-16 Mitigation Measure MM TRA-1a. Restripe Robin Hill Road
Approach at the Hollister Avenue Intersection

MM TRA-1a. Restripe Robin Hill Road Approach at the Hollister Avenue Intersection
The southbound Robin Hill Road approach at the Hollister Avenue intersection will must be
restriped to provide one right lane and one left lane.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Prior to land use Before the City issues any permits issuance
for grading, this improvement will must be identified on project plans for review and approval by
the City’s Public Works Department. City staff will must ensure the improvement is identified on
project plans prior to land use before the City issues any permits issuance for grading.
Monitoring: City staff will must ensure restriping is completed prior to before the City issues
certificates of occupancy clearance.

2.2.48

Pages 4.12-16 through 4.12-17, Mitigation Measure MM TRA-3a.
Construct a Hollister Avenue Bus Pocket

MM TRA-3a. Construct a Hollister Avenue Bus Pocket
A bus pocket will must be constructed on Hollister Avenue in the vicinity of the existing bus stop.
The bus pocket will must be constructed to City of Goleta and City of Santa Barbara standards
as determined appropriate by City of Goleta and City of Santa Barbara Public Works staff.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Bus stop improvements will must be shown on project
improvement plans. Bus pocket improvements will must be reviewed and approved by Planning
and Environmental Services City of Santa Barbara and City of Goleta Public Works, and MTD
prior to land use permit issuance before the City issues any permits for grading or construction.
Improvements will must be installed prior to occupancy clearance before the City issues
certificates of occupancy.
Monitoring: City of Goleta and City of Santa Barbara Public Works staff will must site inspect to
ensure installation of the required bus pocket prior to before the City issues certificates of
occupancy clearance.
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Page 4.12-17, Mitigation Measure MM TRA-4a. Ensure that Improvement
Plans Are Consistent with Preliminary Improvement Plans

MM TRA-4a. Ensure that Improvement Plans Are Consistent with Preliminary
Improvement Plans
Final project improvement plans will must be consistent with preliminary improvement plans.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Final plans will must include frontage improvements, the
three new medians in Hollister Avenue, access, bus stop/pocket, new landscaping along
frontage areas and medians, and internal circulation consistent with preliminary improvement
plans. Final plans will must be reviewed and approved by City of Goleta PER and Public Works,
City of Santa Barbara Public Works (as applicable), staff and the County Fire Department prior
to before recordation of the Parcel Map and prior to before the City issues any permits for
grading land use permit issuance and initiation of earthwork for the above improvements, as
applicable.
Monitoring: City staff will must site inspect periodically to ensure compliance with approved
final project improvement plans.

2.2.50

Page 4.12-17, Mitigation Measure MM TRA-6a. Disburse Compact
Parking Stalls

MM TRA-6a. Disburse Compact Parking Stalls
The row of compact parking stalls along the eastern side of the hotel building will must be
disbursed more evenly throughout the site to avoid non-compact vehicles parking in these
spaces, which could affect site circulation and emergency access.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The applicant will must submit revised plans to the City for
review and approval prior to before final Design Review Board and prior to land use before the
City issues any permits issuance for grading or construction.
Monitoring: City staff will must site inspect to ensure implementation during construction.

2.2.51

Page 4.12-17, Mitigation Measure MM TRA-6b. Provide Bicycle Parking
Spaces

MM TRA-6b. Provide Bicycle Parking Spaces
A total of five (5) bicycle parking spaces will must be provided. Bicycle racks will must be the
“Inverted U” type in compliance with the SBCAG Traffic Solutions recommended bicycle rack.
Minor adjustment in bicycle parking locations may be approved by the City’s Planning and
Environmental Services Department.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Final plans showing bicycle parking locations and type will
must be reviewed and approved by City staff prior to land use before the City issues any permits
issuance for grading or construction.
Monitoring: City staff will must site inspect to ensure installation of the required bicycle racks
prior to before the City issues certificates of occupancy clearance.
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Page 4.12-18, Mitigation Measure MM TRA-7a. Prepare Construction
Transportation Plan

MM TRA-7a. Prepare Construction Transportation Plan
The permittee will must prepare a Construction Transportation Plan that designates heavy
equipment routes, schedules, and the need for any special flag persons to direct traffic during
peak volume periods.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The Construction Transportation Plan will must be reviewed
and approved by City staff prior to land use before the City issues any permits for grading or
construction issuance.
Monitoring: City staff will must site inspect periodically to ensure compliance with the
Construction Transportation Plan.

2.2.53

Page 4.12-18, Section 4.12.6, Residual Impacts

With implementation of mitigation measures MM TRA-3a, MM TRA-4a, MM TRA-5a, MM TRA6a, and MM TRA-7a and -7b, significant project-specific impacts would be reduced to less-thansignificant levels. Implementation of mitigation measures MM TRA-1a and MM TRA-7b6a and 6b would further reduce less-than-significant impacts.

2.2.54

Page 4.13-1, Section 4.13.1.1, Wastewater

The Goleta Sanitary District (GSD) currently provides sewer service to approximately 6,000
customers 11,000 customer accounts within the GSD service area and, as a regional
wastewater treatment plant, provides wastewater and disposal services for approximately
85,000 people within the Goleta Valley, UCSB, Santa Barbara Municipal Airport, and
unincorporated Santa Barbara areas and would provide sewer service to the project. The
proposed project also lies within the service area of the GSD.
GSD uses a “separate” sewer system. In this type of system, the pipes used to transport the
wastewater to the treatment plant carry only wastewater. Santa Barbara County Flood Control
maintains a separate system of storm drains that takes care of the large volumes of water from
rain. Stormwater is discharged directly to creeks without treatment (GSD 2012).

2.2.55

Page 4.13-11, Mitigation Measure MM UTI-1a. Sewer Service

MM UTI-1a.

Obtain Connection Permit Sewer Service

The applicant must provide documentation from Goleta Sanitary District (GSD) indicating the
ability to serve the additional parcel based on the District’s treatment capacity to accommodate
project wastewater collection and treatment. (The existing Hollister Center Project has existing
GSD water service.)
Plan Requirements and Timing: The documentation must be provided to the City,
demonstrating the adequacy of permitted wastewater treatment capacity, before approval of the
Final Map. As identified in the GSD letter dated July 22, 2013, a A Connection Permit from
Goleta Sanitary District GSD will must be obtained and provided to City staff prior to before land
use permit issuance the City issues any permits for grading or construction.
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Monitoring: City must confirm the required GSD documentation before approval of the Final
Map and confirm submittal of the Connection Permit before the City issues any permits for
grading or construction land use permit issuance.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Prior to recordation of the Final Tract Map, a copy of the
Connection Permit will be provided to the City Planning and Environmental Services.
Monitoring: The Connection Permit will be on file with the City prior to land use permit
issuance.

2.2.56

Page 4.13-11, Mitigation Measure MM UTI-2a. Water Service

MM UTI-2a.

Provide Can and Will Serve Letter Water Service

A Can and Will Serve letter from Goleta Water District will be obtained. The applicant must
provide documentation from Goleta Water District (GWD) indicating the ability to serve the
additional parcel based on adequate GWD water supplies. (The existing Hollister Center Project
has existing GWD water service.)
Plan Requirements and Timing: The Can and Will Serve letter will documentation must be
provided to the City demonstrating the adequacy of water supplies to accommodate the project
before approval of the Final Map. The Can and Will Serve A conditional can and will serve
(CAWS) letter will must be provided to City staff prior to before land use permit issuance the
City issues any permits for grading or construction. (City staff may provide the draft land use
permit(s) conditions for grading or construction to GWD before GWD issues the CAWS letter.)
An unconditional Final CAWS Letter must be provided before initiation of development activities
related to the City building permits.
Monitoring: The CAWS letter will be on file with the City prior to land use permit issuance The
City must confirm the required GWD documentation before approval of the Final Map and
confirm submittal of the CAWS letter(s) before the City issues any permits for construction and
initiation of any project development consistent with the Plan Requirements and Timing above.

2.2.57

Page 4.13-12, Mitigation Measure MM UTI-2b. Minimize Outdoor Water
Use

MM UTI-2b. Minimize Outdoor Water Use
The final landscape plan will must include measures to minimize outdoor water use.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The following measures will must be implemented in the final
landscape plan:
a. Landscaping will must use native and/or drought tolerant species.
b. Drip irrigation or other water-conserving irrigation will must be installed.
c. Plant material will must be grouped by water needs.
d. Turf will must constitute less than 20% of the total landscaped area if proposed under the
final landscape plan.
e. No turf will be allowed on slopes of over 4%.
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Extensive mulching (2-inch minimum) will must be used in all landscaped areas to improve
the water holding capacity of the soil by reducing evaporation and soil compaction.

g. Soil moisture sensing devices will must be installed to prevent unnecessary irrigation.
The final landscape plan will must include these requirements and will must be reviewed and
approved by City staff and the Design Review Board before the City issues any permits for
grading or construction land use permit issuance. The permittee will must implement all
elements of the final landscape plan prior to before the City issues certificates of occupancy
final inspection.
Monitoring: Prior to Before final inspection the City issues certificates of occupancy, City staff
will must verify installation according to plan.

2.2.58

Page 4.13-12, Mitigation Measure MM UTI-2c. Minimize Indoor Water Use

MM UTI-2c. Minimize Indoor Water Use
Building plans will must include measures to minimize indoor water use.
Plan Requirements and Timing: The following measures will must be implemented in project
building plans:
a. All hot water lines will must be insulated.
b. Recirculating, point-of-use, or on-demand water heaters will must be installed.
c. Self-regenerating water softening will must be prohibited in all structures.
d. Lavatories and drinking fountains will must be equipped with self-closing valves.
e. WaterSense Specification toilets will must be installed in each unit.
Indoor water conserving measures will must be implemented before the City issues certificates
of occupancy prior to occupancy clearance.
Monitoring: Prior to final inspection Before the City issues certificates of occupancy, City staff
will must inspect to verify installation according to plan.

2.2.59

Page 4.13-12, Mitigation Measure MM UTI-2d. Use Reclaimed
Recycled/Non-Potable Water

MM 4.13-5 UTI-2d. Use Reclaimed Recycled/Non-Potable Water
Reclaimed recycled/non-potable water, if available, will must be used for all dust suppression
activities during grading and construction.
Plan Requirements and Timing: This measure will must be included as a note on all plans
submitted for any land use permit, grading, and/or building permit. Evidence of availability, or
lack thereof, will must be provided to the City.
Monitoring: City staff will must site inspect to ensure that reclaimed/non-potable water is being
used for dust suppression.
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Page 4.13-13, Mitigation Measure MM UTI-3a. Submit Construction
Waste Reduction and Recycling Plan

MM UTI-2d 3a. Submit Construction Waste Reduction and Recycling Plan
A construction Waste Reduction and Recycling Plan (WRRP) will must be submitted to the
Public Works Department for review and approval. The plan will must include at minimum a
50% waste diversion requirement, including the following mitigation measures:
a. A minimum 50% diversion goal will must be met during construction. Demolition and/or
excess construction materials will must be separated on site for reuse/recycling or proper
disposal (e.g., concrete asphalt).
b. During grading and construction, separate bins for recycling of construction materials and
brush will must be provided on site. The applicant/property owner will must contract with a
City-approved hauler to facilitate the recycling of all construction recoverable/recyclable
material (copy of contract to be provided to the City).
c. Recoverable construction material will include but not be limited to asphalt, lumber,
concrete, glass, metals, and drywall.
d. At the end of the project, the applicant will must submit a Post-Construction Waste
Reduction & Recycling Summary Report documenting the types and amounts of materials
that were generated during the project and how much was reused, recycled, composted,
salvaged, or landfilled.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Prior to issuance of a land use Before the City issues any
permits for grading or construction, recycling requirements will must be printed on the grading
and construction plans. Materials will must be recycled as necessary throughout construction.
Trash control will must occur throughout all grading and construction activities. All materials will
must be recycled prior to before the City issues certificates of occupancy clearance.
Monitoring: City staff will must site inspect during construction and prior to before permit
compliance sign-off to ensure waste reduction and recycling components are established and
implemented. Additional covered receptacles will must be provided as determined necessary by
City staff.

2.2.61

Page 6-15, Section 6.3.1, Smaller, One-Story Hotel

A smaller (approximately 50-room), one-story hotel could slightly reduce the loss of scenic
mountain views, and, if the overall size of the hotel footprint is reduced and the structure is
located near the southwest corner of the property, impacts on cultural resources could be
substantially reduced. However, site preparation activities for even a small hotel have the
potential to disturb cultural resources and result in significant impacts. This is, in part, due to the
fact that the precise location and extent of buried cultural resources on site is not known to a
high degree of certainty. Based on financial information provided to and independently reviewed
by the City of Goleta for the Camino Real Hotel and the Rincon Palms Hotel, a much smaller
hotel is not expected to be economically feasible. Finally, a smaller hotel does not meet key
project objectives because it substantially reduces the benefits provided to the City by the
proposed project based on decreased support for the City’s high technology industry, decreased
transient occupancy tax revenues, decreased ability to meet demand for extended stay hotel
rooms, and decreased economic activity within the City, when compared to the proposed
project. Therefore, this alternative is no longer being considered for the project.
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Page 6-16, Last Two Paragraphs

Impacts on cultural resources and aesthetics would be substantially lessened with Alternative 2
or 3. However, only the No Project Alternative has the ability to reduce the designated “level” of
impacts beyond the levels anticipated for the proposed project. Therefore, the No Project
Alternative is environmentally superior to the proposed project. Implementation of the No Project
Alternative, however, is not consistent with the project objectives. Specifically, by not developing
an extended stay hotel on Parcel 2, it would not provide an economically viable a use for the
remaining undeveloped portion of the property along Hollister Avenue that complements
existing nearby development and amenities such as the Santa Barbara Airport (Objective 4). It
would also not create additional transient occupancy tax revenues associated with an extended
stay hotel development. The No Project Alternative would not support the City’s existing high
technology industry by meeting existing demand for extended stay hotel rooms generated by
nearby businesses (Objective 2). It would also not facilitate or accelerate the undergrounding of
utility infrastructure in an important view corridor (Objective 6).
With regard to Alternative 2, the Page property is not known or expected to be associated with
cultural/archaeological resources, given its location, soil characteristics, and both onsite and
nearby archaeological investigations to date. In contrast, the project site at 6300 Hollister
Avenue is known to be part of a large Native American site, and the property has been included
as a mapped archaeological site since at least the 1920s with references to artifacts on the site
in the 1800s. Because Alternative 2 would avoid the significant cumulative impact to cultural
resources that would occur with the proposed project, it is environmentally superior to the
proposed project. Alternative 2 could feasibly accomplish most, but not all, of the project
objectives. However, Alternative 2 would not create an economically viable a use on of the
undeveloped portion of the property along Hollister Avenue that complements existing nearby
development and amenities such as the Santa Barbara Airport (Objective 4). It would not
facilitate or accelerate undergrounding of utility infrastructure in an important view corridor
(along Hollister Avenue) (Objective 6). Also, because tThe Page property location is not as
visible as the proposed project site, does not have direct access from either State Route 217 or
Hollister Avenue two streets (that is, it is not on a corner lot), and is not located adjacent to the
Santa Barbara Airport, making the Page property location a more challenging location for a new
hotel. A mixed use development project has also been submitted to the City for the Page
property. Therefore, a hotel use may not ultimately be feasible or desirable on the Page
property and would not then provide the same level of additional transient occupancy tax
revenues as the project at the proposed site(Objective 5) or support the City’s existing high
technology industry by meeting existing demand for extended stay hotel rooms generated by
nearby businesses (Objective 2). Further, the alternative site is not under the control of either
the City or the applicant.
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REVISIONS TO RESPONSES TO COMMENTS INCLUDED IN THE OCTOBER 2013
PROPOSED FINAL EIR (RFEIR PART 1)

Revisions to the responses to comments prepared for the RFEIR Part 1 have been modified to
better respond to the comments received. To differentiate these revisions from existing tracked
changes in the responses (e.g., underline and strike-through text), new revisions are shown in
shaded text.

2.3.1

Pages 8-10 to 8-11, Comment Letter #1 – NAHC 1/17/13

2.3.1.1

Response to Comment 1-6

This comment advises that California state codes contain provisions in the event that human
remains are inadvertently discovered. Mitigation Measure MM CUL-3e in Section 4.4 of the EIR
is revised as follows to include additional reference to California Government Code Section
27491 and Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5, which addresses the duties of the coroner
when human remains are encountered:
MM CUL-3e. Discovery of Human Remains
Procedures will must be prepared and will be followed in the event human remains are
discovered.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Prior to any site preparation, ground disturbing,
grading, and/or construction activities, the permittee and construction crew will meet on
site The following actions must be taken immediately upon the discovery of human
remains, consistent with the local Chumash representative(s), identified as the Most
Likely Descendant (MLD) by the State Native American Heritage Commission. The MLD,
permittee, the Lead Agency, and City-approved archaeologist will discuss procedures
Public Resources Code § 5097.98, Health & Safety Code § 7050.5, and Government
Code § 27491:





Stop work in the affected area.
Notify the coroner.
Fence off the area.
Leave all items in the area as is.

In some situations (as determined appropriate by the City, the site archaeologist, and
Native American Chumash consultant observer), work may be allowed to continue in
another part of the parcel. City staff must also be notified of the discovery of human
remains. Public Resources Code 5097.98, Health & Safety Code § 7050.5, and
Government Code § 27491 also address specific timing and other criteria with regard to
MLD recommendations for the disposition of human remains. If the remains are Native
American, the Coroner must notify the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC).
The NAHC must notify the Most Likely Descendant (MLD) who must make
recommendations regarding the treatment or disposition of the human remains and any
related materials. The permittee must develop, in consultation with the MLD, a Human
Remains Disposition Plan for the re-interment of any human remains recovered during
Phase 3 Data Recovery or construction activities. These procedures will include those
identified by California Public Resources Code 5097.98, State CEQA Guidelines Section
15064.5, and the City’s Cultural Resource Guidelines. The coroner will be contacted if
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human remains are discovered. Satisfactory disposition of the remains will be agreed
upon by all parties so as to limit future disturbance. Procedures will be reviewed and
approved by the City prior to Land Use Permit issuance.
Monitoring: City staff will must periodically site inspect monitoring activities and will
must respond according to procedures in the event human remains are discovered.
Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5 applies to repossession businesses. This comment
does not require changes to the EIR. Nevertheless, iIf any of the events specified in Health and
Safety Code Section 7050.5 occur, the applicant, the City, and the Coroner will be required by
law to abide by the provisions of that statute.

2.3.2

Page 8-147, Comment Letter #4 – Frank Arredondo 1/17/13

2.3.2.1

Response to Comment 4-9

The comment states that the study area for the project’s analysis was not in accordance with
the SBCAPCD’s “Modeling Guidelines for Health Risk Assessment.” Revised text is identified as
follows:
All distances have been measured as a direct line from the edge of the property line closest to a
property considered a sensitive receptor pursuant to the Thresholds Manual. According to the
Thresholds Manual, construction noise is normally expected to result in potentially significant
short-term noise impacts (exposure to noise levels of 65 A-weighted decibels [dBA] or greater)
where noise-sensitive uses are located within 1,600 feet of a proposed development. However,
the presence of structural development between the project site and sensitive receptors to the
west is assumed to reduce the area exposed to significant noise levels.
See responses to Comments 4-2 and 4-8. The analysis in the Draft EIR used methodologies for
evaluating air quality impacts in accordance with CEQA, not a health risk assessment.
2.3.2.2

Response to Comment 4-44

The comment suggests that each pile location (243 locations) be hand-excavated and screened
prior to any grading activities, and that no other subsurface disturbance should take place in any
other location.
CRMS does not consider there to be a lack of data recovery. The CRMS approach uses larger
units placed with greater discretion of the archaeologist.
The comment concludes that excavation of the pilings will “effectively mitigate the impacts to
less than significant.” However, no actual evidence or professional (archaeologist) concurrence
is presented to support this.
The archaeologist’s primary concern is data of a scientific archaeological nature, and that
concern has been satisfied through the methods and procedures described in the EIR and its
technical appendices. Mitigation measures identified in this document, including MM CUL-3a
(pp. 2-9 to 2-12), MM CUL-3c (pp. 2-14, 2-15), MM CUL-3e (pp. 2-15, 2-16), and MM CUL-3i (p.
2-17), address the Phase 3 Data Recovery Program, monitoring of earthwork, human remains,
and hand excavation of pilings not evaluated in the Phase 3 Program.
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Also refer to responses to Comments 4-35 and 4-43.

2.3.3

Comment Letter #5 – Law Office Of Marc Chytilo 4/4/13

2.3.3.1

Response to Comment 5-3

This comment states that the Draft EIR did not adequately disclose a significant portion of
probable future development in the immediate vicinity of the project, rendering the cumulative
impact analysis inadequate. It cites the lack of specificity about the University of California
Santa Barbara (UCSB) Vision 2025 Long-Range Development Plan (LRDP) as an example.
The LRDP is a program-level plan for UCSB’s long range development. Therefore, projects
identified in the LRDP are not described at the same level of detail as would be provided for an
individual City of Goleta development plan. Future LRDP projects are described at a more
general level, and the specific uses, square footage, development location, and layout are not
as precisely identified. For example, the precise layout and location of all potential housing units
are not known at this time, nor are the specific types/designs of residential buildings (e.g.,
number of units within each building in a development).
While the LRDP has not yet received final approval from the Coastal Commission, the City's
cumulative traffic model used for this EIR includes planned development projects on UCSBowned properties that were disclosed by UCSB at the time the traffic model was completed.
Section 3.4 of the EIR has been revised to include reference to the LRDP and to the 2010
UCSB LRDP Mitigation Implementation and Settlement Agreement between the City of Goleta,
the County of Santa Barbara, the Regents of the University of California, and UCSB
(“Agreement”). The Agreement includes a Transportation Monitoring Program and Traffic
Mitigation Payments for specific roadway improvements necessitated, in part, by LRDP-related
vehicle trips.
Future review of individual development projects covered by the LRDP will identify more
detailed impact assessment and mitigation, based on the details for specific developments and
more current traffic information available at that time. However, the overall impacts to the local
roadway network and road improvements needed have been identified in the LRDP and the
Agreement.
Some road improvements and their specific design criteria will require future refinement based
on individual development details. However, the Agreement identifies a number of the traffic
improvements that are necessary to accommodate cumulative traffic forecasts. Some of these
improvements are already under construction and UCSB has already contributed funds toward
these improvements, even though much of the LRDP roadway segments have not yet been
built. These improvements include widening of Los Carneros Road between Mesa Road and
Hollister Avenue to four lanes (two lanes in each direction) and the addition of a third traffic lane
on northbound Los Carneros Road near Calle Koral.
Section 3.4, University of California at Santa Barbara (UCSB) is revised as follows:
Planning efforts associated with the University of California at Santa Barbara are outlined in
the Vision 2015 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) that includes the following:
1)
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2)

The LRDP anticipates a growth rate of 1 percent per year in student enrollment or
roughly 250 students per year to a maximum enrollment of 25,000 in 2025.

3)

The LRDP includes the development of housing needed to accommodate all additional
students.

4)

The LRDP, when fully implemented, anticipates providing housing for more than 1,600
faculty and staff members. Currently, the University provides 65 units of faculty housing.

5)

The LRDP reflects the University’s commitment to environmental issues and includes
numerous policies regarding green building, sustainability, coastal protection, and
others.

The LRDP as proposed by UCSB is within the cumulative impact analysis that was done for
each environmental impact area.
In response to the City of Goleta and County of Santa Barbara challenges to the adequacy
of the mitigation in the LRDP, the City, County, and UCSB agreed to a settlement
agreement, the “2010 University of California, Santa Barbara Long Range Development
Plan Mitigation Implementation and Settlement Agreement” (included in Appendix S). This
agreement addresses a number of issues, including LRDP-related traffic, impacts of LRDP
traffic on the area roadway network, implementation of required roadway improvements, and
required monitoring to ensure LRDP traffic is adequately monitored and mitigated.
In addition, UCSB also reached an agreement regarding the LRDP with a group called
Sustainable University Now (SUN), a coalition of community groups. This agreement
commits UCSB to mitigation that focuses on transportation, housing, biological resources,
water resources and energy and provides for community group representation on UCSB’s
oversight committees.
The SUN agreement identifies UCSB’s commitments to:








Reduce vehicle trips.
Replace UCSB’s car and truck fleet with ultra fuel efficient vehicles.
Build housing for all new students as well as more housing for faculty and staff.
Update water supply and demand analysis and prioritize conservation and reclaimed
water use.
Generally maintain 100-foot buffers between development and sensitive habitat
areas and make lands available for restoration projects.
Monitor and report greenhouse gas emissions and reduce energy demand.
Appoint SUN representatives to several campus advisory committees.

UCSB’s LRDP has been endorsed by the City of Goleta and Santa Barbara County, has
been adopted by the UC Regents, and is pending before the California Coastal
Commission.
The LRDP, supplemented by additional mitigation and monitoring criteria in the agreements
noted above, accounts for LRDP generated traffic and identifies strategies for reducing vehicle
trips and implementing roadway improvements. The City’s traffic analysis accounts for LRDP
generated traffic as part of the cumulative traffic setting.
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Response to Comment 5-8

This comment states that the EIR is misleading because the project would obscure much larger
portions of the scenic vista than stated.
The aesthetics analysis in the EIR is based, in part, on still photo and video visual simulations,
which show the existing and future visual conditions of the scenic vistas from Hollister Avenue
(Figures 4.1-3 through 4.1-13). These simulations were prepared to clearly disclose to the public
and decision-makers the change in views that would result from the project. As stated in the
EIR, development of the Marriott Residence Inn has the potential to result in significant adverse
impacts related to loss of scenic mountain views from the Hollister Avenue Scenic Corridor. As
stated in Section 4.1.3.2, Impact AES-1, views of the mountain would be maintained above the
height of the hotel structure except for in one location, and more distant views from slightly west
and east of the hotel would not be fully obstructed nor would the change in views result in a
substantial adverse effect on scenic views, as determined by a “worst-case” analysis. Any
development on the project site would result in some loss of mountain views from Hollister
Avenue; however, the current project design, including a 151-foot setback from Hollister
Avenue, would maintain some views of the mountains across the project site on both sides of
the new hotel building and, except for the eastbound view from Hollister Avenue, at the
unsignalized Robin Hill Road intersection. The current project design, including the previously
mentioned setback from Hollister Avenue, would maintain approximately two-thirds of the
existing views across the site of the upper portion of the mountains, and would maintain the
general character of the mountain views. Therefore, with incorporation of identified mitigation
measures, impacts to scenic vistas are identified as potentially significant but mitigated to less
than significance.
Mitigation Measure AES-1c/AES-2c is revised to add language requiring that rooftop equipment
also not alter the visual profile of the building in a manner that degrades or diminishes views of
the mountains from public viewing places.
MM AES-1c/AES-2c is revised as follows:
MM AES-1c/AES-2c. Utility Plan Review
The permittee will must submit a composite utility plan for City staff and Design Review
Board preliminary and final review. All external/roof-mounted mechanical equipment
(including heating, ventilation, and air conditioning condensers, switch boxes, etc.) will
must be included on all building plans and will must be designed to be integrated into the
structure and/or screened in their entirety from public view. Rooftop equipment must not
alter the visual profile of the building in a manner that degrades or diminishes views of
the mountains from public viewing places.
Plan Requirements and Timing: Detailed plans showing all external/roof-mounted
mechanical equipment will must be submitted for review by City staff and the Design
Review Board to ensure compliance with this condition prior to land use before the City
issues any permits for grading or construction issuance.
Monitoring: Prior to final inspection Before the City issues certificates of occupancy,
City staff will must verify installation of all external/roof-mounted mechanical equipment
per the approved plans.
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Response to Comment 5-11

This comment claims that the EIR did not identify evidence supporting a conclusion that impacts
to visual resources would not be significant.
Visual simulations, including photo stills and video drive-by showing reasonable worst case
vantage points of the property from Hollister Avenue, were prepared by Interacta Inc., under
contract and direction of the City of Goleta. These visual simulations show the existing setting
on the project site (without the project) and simulations of the site post-project. The visual stills
further show the development both with and without landscaping. The photo stills and video
visual simulations are available on the City website (www.cityofgoleta.org) and on CDs available
for purchase at the City of Goleta Planning and Environmental Review office. The photo stills
are also available for review in hard copy in the Revised Final EIR Part 1, Appendix B, which is
available at the City offices and the Goleta Library. The existing setting shows partial mountain
views available from Hollister Avenue. However, even in the existing setting, views of the
mountains from Hollister Avenue are interrupted and partially obstructed by a variety of existing
industrial structures as well as existing vegetation, including trees. A comparison of the preproject and post-project setting shows that the views would be altered, but project development
would not result in a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista. See additional discussion of
impacts to scenic vistas in Revised Final EIR, Part 1, Section 4.1 (Aesthetics and Visual
Resources) and Section 4.9 (Land Use and Planning), including discussion of Policy LU 1.8.
Also Ssee responses to Comments 5-6 through 5-10.
2.3.3.4

Response to Comment 5-19

The comment states that the EIR does not discuss moving the pilings in response to the
discovery of buried human remains, and impacts cannot be avoided by proposed mitigation
measures. The comment further states that requirements for hand-excavation were included in
other projects.
In response to meetings in 2008 with local Chumash Native Americans as part of the previous
Marriott project, the applicant agreed to the request to allow for hand-digging in the areas of the
proposed pilings (separate from the Phase 3 work program) to address heritage concerns in the
event human remains are located in these areas. The hand-digging is not required to address
scientific archaeological questions. The separate Phase 3 Data Recovery Program is required in
mitigation for the project. The applicant has indicated that they would relocate pilings from
locations where human remains are encountered during hand-digging if they determine it can be
feasibly accommodated with the building design. Human remains have not been identified within
the project site. However, a result of past earth disturbances on site and on nearby parcels is
that soil and any buried materials have been redeposited across the site, as described in
Revised Final EIR Part 1, Section 4.4. Therefore, it isn’t possible to However, because it is not
definitively know whether, or exactly where, unknown, redeposited human remains could be
located or to design pilings for areas where absence of human remains is assured known at this
time. whether or where human remains may be encountered, particularly within the re-deposited
soils, In addition, redesigning the building foundation for the 118-room hotel, with regard to
location of pilings to support the foundation, after partial construction, would likely be technically,
procedurally, and practically infeasible. Therefore, the requirement to relocate any pilings where
human remains are unexpectedly found as a required mitigation measure is not considered to
be feasible.
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City efforts to inform and request input from individuals identified on the NAHC-provided Native
American contact list are identified under the heading of “Native American Consultation” in
Section 4.4 of the EIR, Cultural Resources. The discussion of Native American Consultation has
been supplemented to include past City efforts associated with the prior, similar Marriott
Residence Inn project in 2008, including requests made by the Native American Chumash
community (e.g., applicant agreement to hand-dig in piling areas). City efforts associated with
the current project request that were not described in the Draft EIR have also been added (i.e.,
the Notice of Preparation of an EIR in 2009, additional field work in May 2010, an August 2010
meeting to discuss the Draft CRMS report, and a May 2013 meeting to discuss the Revised
Draft EIR Cultural Resources section and final CRMS report [see Final EIR Appendix R1]).
Section 4.4.1.3, Project Site, Native American Consultation, is revised as follows:
The Chumash Native American community considers CA-SBA-58 to be a large and
permanent prehistoric village site, occupied during the Middle and Late Periods of
Chumash prehistory, which is significant to their heritage. Further, the Chumash Native
American community is concerned for sites and places that provide or may provide ties
to the lifeways of the ancestral Chumash and their predecessors, including village sites
such as the project site, at the edges of the former boundaries of the current Goleta
Slough.
During processing of the original Marriott Residence Inn and Hollister Center Project in
2007–2008, a “meet and confer” process was conducted between staff, the applicant,
and interested members of the Chumash Native American community. Four meet and
confer discussions were held (May 5, 2008; May 19, 2008; June 18, 2008; and August 6,
2008). According to the letter from former City of Goleta Planning Director Steve Chase
to Katy Sanchez of the NAHC, dated October 7, 2008 (included in Appendix R1), more
than 12 hours of discussion occurred during these meetings and at least another 40
hours of various discussions took place between the parties in other meetings and
phone conversations in support of these discussions. The earlier Marriott Residence Inn
project would have been located on the same property, although it would have included
a larger building with different site preparation/grading details and greater disturbance to
the archaeological site. The revisions that have been incorporated into the current
project design are, in part, a result of input from the 2008 meetings with the Chumash
Native American community. The applicant also incorporated the required hand-digging
of all piling locations not included in the Phase 3 data recovery excavations in response
to comments received at these meetings. (This requirement is further included as
required mitigation to ensure implementation of this aspect of the project description.)
The current project includes dividing a single 10.71-acre parcel into two smaller
parcels—one that includes an existing building and one that is vacant, but is envisioned
for development of a hotel. The current request does not involve an amendment to the
City’s General Plan or a change in the property‘s zoning. In July 2009, the project
applicant requested that the City rescind its 2008 project approval and proceed with
preparation of an EIR for a similar project. A Notice of Preparation of an EIR and an EIR
Scoping document were prepared and these documents were provided to the NAHC.
(The current project described in this Final EIR has been revised since July 2009.)
On January 20, 2010, CRMS sent a letter to individuals included on the Native American
contact list, which CRMS received from the NAHC. This letter requested that comments
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be submitted to CRMS in writing. (See letter and related emails between F. Arredondo
and N. Campbell in Appendix R1.)
The City informed the local Native American community when additional borings were
performed on the project site on April 26 and May 28, 2010 (correspondence dated April
23 and May 22, 2010 included in Appendix R1).
In addition, notification was provided regarding a consultation with CRMS to discuss
draft findings following their review of previous cultural resources reports as well as field
work related to the project site (correspondence included in Appendix R1). Members of
the Chumash Native American community were provided the Draft CRMS report prior to
a noticed August 12, 2010 meeting, which was scheduled for the purpose of explaining
the preliminary conclusions of the Draft CRMS report and to obtain comments from the
Native American community about the draft report. Staff scheduled this meeting to
accommodate the schedules of several Native Americans who had been involved in
previous project discussions. The purpose of providing the draft report before the
meeting was to allow individuals to review the preliminary analyses themselves, prior to
receiving CRMS’s summary of the report at the meeting. The intent was further to allow
for the most effective opportunity for discussion and comment on the draft report at the
August meeting before the report was finalized and incorporated into Section 4.4 of the
EIR, Cultural Resources. Other than the applicant, only individuals from the NAHC
contact list were invited to the meeting or provided with a copy of the draft report. This
meeting was discussed and scheduled in coordination with members of the Native
American community. (See emails included in Appendix R1.)
The consultation was held at the City of Goleta office on August 12, 2010. The Native
American Contact List provided with the Native American Heritage Commission’s
(NAHC’s) NOP comment letter was used to notify interested members of the Chumash
Native American community of the above field work and consultation. Frank Arredondo
was the only Native American in attendance at the August 12, 2010, meeting. At the
meeting, CRMS archaeologists presented their draft report, followed by comment and
discussion. Staff also explained that there would be continued opportunities for
participation by interested members of the Native American community will occur
through completion of the environmental process and decision maker hearings.
2.3.3.5

Response to Comment 5-20

The comment claims that the City failed to consult with the Native American community as
required and, as a result, failed to avoid and/or mitigate the Project’s cultural impacts.
With regard to Native American involvement, four meetings/consultations with the Native
American community occurred as part of processing the similar Marriott Residence Inn project
for the same project site in 2008.
As part of the current Marriott Residence Inn project, the Native American community was
provided the Draft CRMS report prior to a noticed August 12, 2010 meeting, which was
scheduled for the purpose of explaining the preliminary conclusions of the Draft CRMS report
and to obtain comments from the Native American community about the draft report. Staff
scheduled this meeting to accommodate the schedules of several Native Americans who had
been involved in previous project discussions. The purpose of providing the draft report before
the meeting was to allow individuals to review the preliminary analyses themselves, prior to
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receiving CRMS’s summary of the report at the meeting. The intent was to allow for the most
effective opportunity for comment on the draft report at the August meeting so that such input
could be incorporated into the final report. Besides the applicant, only individuals from the
NAHC contact list were invited to the meeting or provided a copy of the draft report. This
meeting was discussed and scheduled in coordination with Venisse Miller-Forte (then
Chairperson of the Coastal Band of the Chumash Nation), John Ruiz (Chumash Elder), and
Frank Arredondo (Native American and author of Comment 4). See email dated August 2, 2010
included in Appendix R1.
On January 20, 2010, CRMS sent out a letter to individuals included on the Native American
contact list received from the NAHC, including Mr. Arredondo (Commenter 4). CRMS’s letter
requested that comments be submitted to CRMS in writing. Mr. Arredondo sent an email to
CRMS on March 15, 2010 requesting an update on the progress of the EIR’s cultural resources
analysis for the project. This email did not identify specific comments for CRMS to consider in
preparing their draft report. At that time, CRMS was in the process of doing the extensive
background research of available archaeological reports associated with CA-SBA-58 and the
surrounding area.
In a March 16, 2010 email reply from staff to a March 16, 2010 email from Mr. Arredondo, staff
advised Mr. Arredondo that CRMS would not be responding directly to the request for an
update. However, the email clearly stated that “there will be a thorough opportunity for public
comment on the assumptions, impact assessment, proposed mitigation measures, etc. and I will
make sure that you are provided notice of all such opportunities.” CRMS was still in the process
of reviewing the project details, which were changing. The project was still involved in the City’s
Design Review Board process and was undergoing revision to a smaller, relocated building
footprint with foundation design changes that affected the location and type of sub-surface soil
disturbance.
In August 2010, the City provided notice to individuals on the NAHC contact list regarding an
August 12, 2010 meeting to discuss the draft CRMS report, which covered the project site’s
archaeological resources, potential project impacts to these resources, and recommended
mitigation. The notice also stated that the report would be made available upon request to those
who did not already have the report. The meeting was held with the purpose of providing
opportunity for the Native American community to provide input on the archaeological report
before the report was finalized and incorporated into the EIR for the project. The meeting was
scheduled with input from several Native American individuals who had previously expressed
interest in the project.
The project is not subject to the requirements of SB 18, including the specific consultation
requirement tied to SB 18.
See also response to Comment 5-19.
2.3.3.6

Response to Comment 5-24

The comment states that the EIR lacks substantial evidence that the impacts to visual resources
are consistent with Goleta General Plan Policy LU 1.8 by emphasizing that the project would
maintain views of the “upper portions” of the mountains, which improperly discounts intact views
of the mountains.
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Section 4.1 of the EIR explains the reasoning for classifying impacts to scenic mountain views
as potentially significant but mitigated to less-than-significant levels. The analysis and
conclusions in Section 4.1 are based in large part on City-contracted still photo and video visual
simulations, which compare views from Hollister Avenue of the existing setting (which includes
partial blocking of mountain views by existing structures and vegetation) and views with project
development. The simulations and a drive-by video were also provided to the City Design
Review Board in their consideration of the project in 2010. Section 4.1.3.2 of the EIR has been
revised, in part, to identify direction provided in General Plan Policy VH 2.2, Preservation of
Scenic Corridors, as follows:
The western third of the site is identified for the 118-room, 80,945-square-foot Marriott
Residence Inn, which would occupy Parcel 2 of the subdivision request. Existing views from
eastbound Hollister Avenue of the Santa Ynez Mountains across Parcel 2 would be affected by
development of the two- and three-story hotel; however, views of the ridgeline would not be fully
blocked. The hotel site’s Hollister Avenue frontage is limited to approximately 350 feet. Only
when a viewer on Hollister Avenue is directly in front of the hotel would the mountain views
behind the structure be completely obscured (see Figures 4.1-13 and 4.1-14). Even from this
location, Figures 4.1-13 and 4.1-14 show that some mountain views would remain visible across
the hotel site on either side of the new structure. This is typical of other multi-story development
along Hollister Avenue. The visual simulations in Figures 4.1-13 and 4.1-14 show the change in
public views from a “worst-case” location. Figures 4.1-10 and 4.1-11 show that views from
slightly west of the Hollister Avenue/Robin Hill Road intersection would have substantially less
obstruction views by the hotel structure. Therefore, the greatest loss of views would occur from
the worst-case vantage point, on the south side of Hollister Avenue, opposite the unsignalized
Robin Hill Road intersection, facing the same direction as eastbound traffic (Figure 4.1-13).
More distant views from slightly west and east of the hotel would not be fully obstructed. While
any development on the project site would result in some loss of mountain views from Hollister
Avenue, the current project design, including a 151-foot setback from Hollister Avenue, would
maintain some views of the mountains across the project site on both sides of the new hotel
building and, except for the eastbound view from Hollister Avenue at the unsignalized Robin Hill
Road intersection, views of the mountain would be maintained above the height of the hotel
structure as well.
Impact AES-1, Scenic Vistas and Scenic Resources, is revised as follows:
The Development Plan Amendment for Parcel 1 of the project, Hollister Center, would
not result in significant changes to existing views. The visual simulations included as
Figures 4.1-2 to 4.1-14 at the end of this section show how development of the Marriott
Residence Inn would appear. The existing 160,500-square-foot Hollister Center covers
the eastern two-thirds of the project site and comprises Parcel 1 of the subdivision
request. Existing views of the site are of an updated 106,500-square-foot research and
development/office building with sub-optimal landscaping around the building, the
parking lot, and the building’s Hollister Avenue frontage. Changes to the existing
development include new frontage improvements along Hollister Avenue and La Patera
Lane (upgrades to bus stop/pull out, meandering sidewalk, lighting, landscaping,
Hollister Avenue medians, utility undergrounding, and utility installation/relocation).
Additional landscaping is also identified for the parking lot, and some landscaping has
recently been added to the site as part of a separate tenant improvement permit. No
other changes are proposed to the Hollister Center portion of the property. As a result,
the project would not alter views of the Santa Ynez Mountains across this portion of the
property from Hollister Avenue, and impacts to scenic mountain views associated with
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changes to the Hollister Center Development Plan are less than significant. General
Plan/Coastal Land Use Plan Policy VH 2.2 addresses preservation of scenic corridors.
The policy states that “the aesthetic qualities of scenic corridors shall be preserved
through retention of the general character of significant natural features; views of ocean,
foothills, and mountainous areas; and open space associated with recreational and
agricultural areas including orchards, prominent vegetation, and historic structures.” The
proposed project would preserve the general character of views of foothills and
mountainous areas, and would be consistent with Policy VH 2.2. (Note: Text moved to
later in this subsection in this Final EIR.)
The western third of the site is identified for the 118-room, 80,945-square-foot Marriott
Residence Inn, which would occupy Parcel 2 of the subdivision request. Existing views
from eastbound Hollister Avenue of the Santa Ynez Mountains across Parcel 2 would be
affected by development of the two- and three-story hotel; however, views of the
ridgeline would not be fully blocked. The hotel site’s Hollister Avenue frontage is limited
to approximately 350 feet. Only when a viewer on Hollister Avenue is directly in front of
the hotel would the mountain views behind the structure be completely obscured (see
Figures 4.1-13 and 4.1-14). Even from this location, Figures 4.1-13 and 4.1-14 show that
some mountain views would remain visible across the hotel site on either side of the new
structure. This is typical of other multi-story development along Hollister Avenue. The
visual simulations in Figures 4.1-13 and 4.1-14 show the change in public views from a
“worst-case” location. Figures 4.1-10 and 4.1-11 show that views from slightly west of
the Hollister Avenue/Robin Hill Road intersection would have substantially less
obstruction views by the hotel structure. Therefore, the greatest loss of views would
occur from the worst-case vantage point, on the south side of Hollister Avenue, opposite
the unsignalized Robin Hill Road intersection, facing the same direction as eastbound
traffic (Figure 4.1-13). More distant views from slightly west and east of the hotel would
not be fully obstructed. While any development on the project site would result in some
loss of mountain views from Hollister Avenue, the current project design, including a
151-foot setback from Hollister Avenue, would maintain some views of the mountains
across the project site on both sides of the new hotel building and, except for the
eastbound view from Hollister Avenue at the unsignalized Robin Hill Road intersection,
views of the mountain would be maintained above the height of the hotel structure as
well.
General Plan/Coastal Land Use Plan Policy VH 2.2 provides direction regarding
preservation of scenic corridors. The policy does not require that existing scenic views
be retained, with no changes. Rather, the policy states that “the aesthetic qualities of
scenic corridors shall be preserved through retention of the general character of
significant natural features; views of ocean, foothills, and mountainous areas...” While
the project would alter the existing views toward the Santa Ynez Mountains from
Hollister Avenue, the project would preserve the general character of these views, as
shown in the visual photo simulations included in this section and in the video drive-by
simulation (available for review upon request and via a link on the City’s website).
Also see discussion of General Plan Policy LU 1.8 in the RFEIR Part 1, Section 4.9,
Land Use and Planning and Response to Comment 5-11.
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Response to Comment 5-29

This comment expresses opinions about the applicant’s reasons for seeking to develop the
project site that are not relevant to the CEQA analysis. The comment also rejects the Draft
EIR’s statement that Alternative 1, the No Project Alternative, would not provide an
economically viable use of the undeveloped property.
The comment assumes the project site is the entire parcel (before subdivision), and thus
concludes that the existing uses on the parcel constitute an economically viable use on the
parcel. It states that the Draft EIR did not include economic information to show that
Alternative 1 was not economically feasible.
Section 6.4 of the EIR stated that Alternative 1, the No Project Alternative, “is not consistent with
the project objectives.” Pursuant to CEQA Section 15126.6, the analysis of the No Project
Alternative should “compare the environmental effects of the property remaining in its existing
state against environmental effects which would occur if the project is approved.” This analysis
does not include an economic or financial analysis of the No Project Alternative.
The EIR concludes that the No Project Alternative is environmentally superior to the proposed
project. The No Project Alternative analysis provides decision makers with a comparison of the
environmental advantages and disadvantages of the project compared to the project
alternatives. As is typically the case, the No Project Alternative would not meet the project’s
objectives. This includes the project’s primary objective to construct an extended stay hotel on
the project site, consistent with the site’s hotel overlay in the General Plan and the Inland
Zoning Ordinance.
In addition, see revised text below for Revised Final EIR, Part 1, Chapter 6.:
Page 6-15, Section 6.3.1, Smaller, One-Story Hotel
A smaller (approximately 50-room), one-story hotel could slightly reduce the loss of
scenic mountain views, and, if the overall size of the hotel footprint is reduced and the
structure is located near the southwest corner of the property, impacts on cultural
resources could be substantially reduced. However, site preparation activities for even a
small hotel have the potential to disturb cultural resources and result in significant
impacts. This is, in part, due to the fact that the precise location and extent of buried
cultural resources on site is not known to a high degree of certainty. Based on financial
information provided to and independently reviewed by the City of Goleta for the Camino
Real Hotel and the Rincon Palms Hotel, a much smaller hotel is not expected to be
economically feasible. Finally, a smaller hotel does not meet key project objectives
because it substantially reduces the benefits provided to the City by the proposed project
based on decreased support for the City’s high technology industry, decreased transient
occupancy tax revenues, decreased ability to meet demand for extended-stay hotel
rooms, and decreased economic activity within the City, when compared to the proposed
project. Therefore, this alternative is no longer being considered for the project.
Page 6-15, Section 6.4, Environmentally Superior Alternative
The CEQA Guidelines (Section 15126.6(e)(2)) require that an environmentally superior
alternative be identified among the alternatives. The environmentally superior alternative
is defined as the alternative that would result in the least adverse environmental impacts,
when compared to the impacts of the proposed project. If the No-Project Alternative is
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found to be the environmentally superior alternative, the EIR must identify an
environmental superior alternative among the other alternatives.
As discussed in Section 4.4, “Cultural Resources,” the project is expected to result in
potentially significant but mitigable impacts on cultural resources. The project site is the
last remaining undeveloped portion of a larger significant archaeological site. Further,
there has been widespread loss of archaeological sites in the project area, particularly in
those areas around the Goleta Slough, due to past agricultural and development
activities. Covering the site with development would limit the ability to perform additional
archaeological field work, which can further the understanding of historic and prehistoric
time periods. Impacts are also associated with the potential for disturbing buried
resources during the construction phase of the project and with developing a hotel over
a site with cultural significance to local Native Americans. Residual project specific
impacts on Cultural Resources, upon implementation of mitigation measures identified in
Section 4.4, are determined to be adverse but less than significant. However, the project
would contribute to a significant cumulative impact to cultural resources, primarily due to
the impacts of past actions.
Impacts on cultural resources and aesthetics would be substantially lessened with
Alternative 2 or 3. However, only the No Project Alternative has the ability to reduce the
designated “level” of impacts beyond the levels anticipated for the proposed project.
Therefore, the No Project Alternative is environmentally superior to the proposed project.
Implementation of the No Project Alternative, however, is not consistent with the project
objectives. Specifically, by not developing an extended stay hotel on Parcel 2, it would
not provide an economically viable a use for the remaining undeveloped portion of the
property along Hollister Avenue that complements existing nearby development and
amenities such as the Santa Barbara Airport (Objective 4). It would also not create
additional transient occupancy tax revenues associated with an extended stay hotel
development. The No Project Alternative would not support the City’s existing high
technology industry by meeting existing demand for extended stay hotel rooms
generated by nearby businesses (Objective 2). It would also not facilitate or accelerate
the undergrounding of utility infrastructure in an important view corridor (Objective 6).
With regard to Alternative 2, the Page property is not known or expected to be
associated with cultural/archaeological resources, given its location, soil characteristics,
and both onsite and nearby archaeological investigations to date. In contrast, the project
site at 6300 Hollister Avenue is known to be part of a large Native American site, and the
property has been included as a mapped archaeological site since at least the 1920s
with references to artifacts on the site in the 1800s. Because Alternative 2 would avoid
the significant cumulative impact to cultural resources that would occur with the
proposed project, it is environmentally superior to the proposed project. Alternative 2
could feasibly accomplish most, but not all, of the project objectives. However,
Alternative 2 would not create an economically viable a use on of the undeveloped
portion of the property along Hollister Avenue that complements existing nearby
development and amenities such as the Santa Barbara Airport (Objective 4). It would not
facilitate or accelerate undergrounding of utility infrastructure in an important view
corridor (along Hollister Avenue) (Objective 6). Also, because tThe Page property
location is not as visible as the proposed project site, does not have direct access from
either State Route 217 or Hollister Avenue, two streets (that is, it is not on a corner lot),
and is not located adjacent to the Santa Barbara Airport, making the Page property
location a more challenging location for a new hotel and therefore it may not ultimately
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provide additional transient occupancy tax revenues (Objective 5). A mixed use
development project has also been submitted to the City for the Page property.
Therefore, a hotel use it may not ultimately be feasible or desirable on the Page property
and would not then provide the same level of additional transient occupancy tax
revenues as the project at the proposed site (Objective 5) or support the City’s existing
high technology industry by meeting existing demand for extended stay hotel rooms
generated by nearby businesses (Objective 2). Further, the alternative site is not under
the control of either the City or the applicant.
2.3.3.8

Response to Comment 5-31

This comment states that the analysis of Alternative 2 is inadequate because it does not provide
enough information about the agricultural impacts that would occur at the Alternative 2 site to
compare them to the cultural impacts of the proposed project.
Section 6.2.2.14 of the EIR stated that building the project on the Alternative 2 site would
convert existing cultivated agricultural land to development. Conversion of this property with
over 10 acres of prime agricultural soils to non-agricultural use is already identified in the
General Plan EIR as a significant and unavoidable, Class I impact. This would result in a
significant impact because it would not be consistent with the City of Goleta GP/CLUP. No
additional information about the agricultural use of the site is necessary to determine this
impact.
The EIR cannot weigh impacts on one resource against the impacts on another. The information
in the alternatives analysis will be available for the decision makers to consider the impacts and
determine whether or not to approve the proposed project or one of the alternatives.
Alternative 2 would involve the conversion of an existing, currently cultivated agricultural field
with prime farmland soils. Section 6.2.2.14 is revised to identify that the City’s GP/CLUP Final
EIR acknowledged Class I impacts to agriculture from conversion of agricultural land to other
uses under GP buildout, including conversion of the Page property’s approximately 12 acres of
prime soils. (See Appendix V.)
Section 6.2.2.14 is revised as follows:
Alternative 2 would convert the existing agricultural field to urban development.
Conversion of this agricultural land to development was identified as an unavoidable
adverse impact in the GOTRP EIR. The Goleta General Plan/Coastal Land Use Plan
(GP/CLUP) Final EIR acknowledged a Class I impact (significant and unavoidable) on
agriculture from conversion of agricultural land to other uses under buildout conditions,
including conversion of the Page property’s approximately 12 acres of prime farmland
(GP/CLUP Final EIR Agricultural impact discussion included in Appendix V). The
proposed project would not convert agricultural land to urban development. Therefore,
Alternative 2 would result in greater impacts on agricultural resources than the proposed
project.
Table 6-1 has been updated in response to comments received, including revisions to
identification of Alternative 2 impacts when compared to the proposed project for Biological
Resources, Greenhouse Gas Emissions, and Noise.
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TABLE 6-1
COMPARISON OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS FOR PROJECT ALTERNATIVES
1

Environmental Effect

Impact of Alternatives Compared to the Proposed Project
Alt 3:
Alt 2:
Project Redesign/
Alt 1:
Page Property/
Environmentally
Proposed Project
No Project
Key Site 6
Superior Alternative

Aesthetics and Visual
Resources

II

NA / Less

II / Less

II / Less

Air Quality

III

NA / Less

III / Greater

III / Similar

II

NA / Less

II / Similar or
Greater

II / Similar

Cultural Resources
(project impacts)

II

NA / Less

III / Less

II / Less

Cultural Resources
(cumulative impacts)

I

NA / Less

III / Less

I / Less

Geology and Soils

II

NA / Less

II / Similar

II / Similar

Greenhouse Gas
Emissions

III

NA / Less

III / Greater Similar

III / Similar

Hazards and
Hazardous Materials

II

NA / Less

II / Less

II / Similar

Hydrology and Water
Quality

II

NA / Less

II / Less

II / Similar

Land Use and Planning

II

NA / Less

II / Less

II / Less

Noise

III

NA / Less

III / Greater

III / Similar

Public Services

II

NA / Less

II / Similar

II / Similar

Transportation and
Traffic

II

NA / Less

II / Greater

II / Similar

Utilities and Service
Systems

II

NA / Less

II / Similar

II / Similar

Agricultural Resources

NA

NA

I / Greater

NA

Biological Resources

1

Impact Comparison:
The first symbol identifies the impact classification (e.g., NA = Not Applicable, Class I = significant and
unavoidable, Class II = potentially significant, but mitigable to less than significant, Class III = adverse, but less
than significant).
Next, there is a comparison to the project even if the classification is the same (e.g., both the proposed project
and the alternative result in a Class II impact, but the alternative has “Less,” “Similar,” or “More” of an impact
compared to the proposed project).

2.3.3.9

Response to Comment 5-32

This comment disagrees with the EIR’s statements about the ability of Alternative 2 to
accomplish the project objectives.
See response to Comment 5-28 5-29 regarding the proposed project’s objective to provide an
economically viable use of the project site. Regarding Objective 5, creating transient occupancy
tax revenues, the EIR supported the statement that Alternative 2 would not meet Objective 5 as
well as the proposed project site. This conclusion was based on Alternative 2’s lesser visibility
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and poorer access (not a corner lot and not directly accessible from a primary roadway), and
lack of adjacency to the airport. Regarding Objective 6, undergrounding utility infrastructure in a
view corridor, the EIR is revised to acknowledge that undergrounding of utilities would not be
accomplished but that greater views would be retained without construction of the hotel
buildings. In addition, on July 2, 2013, the Goleta City Council initiated a request to change the
Page site’s zoning from Visitor-serving Commercial. The City Council approved initiation of a
General Plan Amendment for a proposed residential and live/work development on this site.
There has been a lack of interest in the Page site for development of a hotel or hotel conference
center, although the site was designated for this use in the General Plan. A previous hotel
project submitted prior to Goleta cityhood, by the Page family, was eventually withdrawn when it
was clear there was not support for a new Highway 217 ramp near the site, given the distance
of the property from other major roadways.
The EIR discussion of Alternative 2 is revised to identify the lack of direct access to the site from
State Route 217 or Hollister Avenue. The need for direct access to the Page site from either
State Route 217 or Hollister Avenue has been identified as critical to the feasibility of (and
interest in) locating a hotel on this property.
Section 6.4 of the EIR is revised as follows:
With regard to Alternative 2, the Page property is not known or expected to be
associated with cultural/archaeological resources, given its location, soil characteristics,
and both onsite and nearby archaeological investigations to date. In contrast, the project
site at 6300 Hollister Avenue is known to be part of a large Native American site, and the
property has been included as a mapped archaeological site since at least the 1920s
with references to artifacts on the site in the 1800s. Because Alternative 2 would avoid
the significant cumulative impact to cultural resources that would occur with the
proposed project, it is environmentally superior to the proposed project. Alternative 2
could feasibly accomplish most, but not all, of the project objectives. However,
Alternative 2 would not create an economically viable a use on of the undeveloped
portion of the property along Hollister Avenue that complements existing nearby
development and amenities such as the Santa Barbara Airport (Objective 4). It would not
facilitate or accelerate undergrounding of utility infrastructure in an important view
corridor (along Hollister Avenue) (Objective 6). Also, because tThe Page property
location is not as visible as the proposed project site, does not have direct access from
either State Route 217 or Hollister Avenue, two streets (that is, it is not on a corner lot),
and is not located adjacent to the Santa Barbara Airport, making the Page property
location a more challenging location for a new hotel and therefore it may not ultimately
provide additional transient occupancy tax revenues (Objective 5). A mixed use
development project has also been submitted to the City for the Page property.
Therefore, a hotel use it may not ultimately be feasible or desirable on the Page property
and would not then provide the same level of additional transient occupancy tax
revenues as the project at the proposed site (Objective 5) or support the City’s existing
high technology industry by meeting existing demand for extended stay hotel rooms
generated by nearby businesses (Objective 2). Further, the alternative site is not under
the control of either the City or the applicant.
The EIR provided the information necessary for the decision makers to make an informed
decision on the proposed project and the alternatives.
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Figure 2-16
Vesting Tentative Tract Map
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Figure 2-17
Preliminary Grading and Drainage Plan
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Figure 2-18
Hollister Avenue Plan
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Figure 2-19
Preliminary Utility Plan
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Figure 2-20
Existing Topographic Map
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Figure 2-21
Preliminary Street Lighting Plan
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